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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Changes i n the Role of State Governments and 
Implications for Revenue Estimating 
Prior to 1930 states had primarily r egul ating functions . 
They were law- enac ting and law-enforci ng agencie s and as such , 
their expenditures were modest in compari son to present state 
fis cal r equirements . Since the 1930 ' s state government s have 
assumed new responsibilities or broadened existing efforts in 
development and c ompens atory policies within the stat e . State 
governments have continually inc r eased expenditures for 
"people-oriented functions " such as increas ed social ser vi ces , 
local school aid, and the cost of "higher" education . Capital 
expenditures have grown by 9 per cent per year s inc e 1960 with 
the bulk of this increas e being for new highway systems and 
expansion of educational facilities . Although the federal 
government has ass i sted the states in meeting these needs , 
federal aid frequent ly i s in the f orm of cooper ative help. 
That i s , the federal gove rnment will match state expenditures 
only. To obt ain additional federal aid a state mus t i ncrease 
its own revenue and expenditures . It i s not surprising there-
for e to find that even though total federal aid or r evenue 
sharing to state and l ocal governments have been inc reasing 
at a r ate of 6 percent per year since 1960 , state expenditures 
have themselves risen by 7 percent per year for the same 
period ( 32 ) . 
2 
State gover nments no l onger deal primarily with matters 
of enactment and enf or cement of civil l aws . Today states 
find themselves in an ever- widening debate concerning develop-
ment policy and income r edi s tribution. Vast financ i al respon-
s ibility r equires that l ar ge r sums of money not yet collected 
be committed to future pro j ects . 
The average per capita state r evenue for the U. S. has 
ris en from 93 . 68 dollars in 1957 to 199. 34 dollars in 1968. 
Iowa State r evenue par a lleled the u. s. growth wi th a change 
from 89. 91 dollars in 1957 to 184. 63 dollars in 1968 (see 
Chart 1. 1 (32)). Note a l so that while the aver age rate of 
growth for state government s for the U. S. was 5 percent per 
year from 1950 to 1957 , afte r 1957 this rate increased to over 
9 percent per year. Iowa revenue increased at a rate of 6 
per cent per year from 1950 to 1957 and then it too accel erated 
to a l evel of over 7 percent increase per year after 1957. 
Other states r eveal s imilar accel er ation patterns in the r ate 
of growth of r evenue collected (see Table 1. 1 (32)) . 
Until aft e r World War II estimating revenues as a spe-
cialized funct ion was not considered by many state governments 
to be an essential asrect of the s t ate budget- making process . 
Before this period state r evenue coul d be estimated with suf-
ficient accur acy using methods involving merely averaging 
previous year s receipts or t rending percent changes in r e-
ceipts . In more r ecent years with the l a r ge volumne of reve-
nue involved in s tate government policy, small percentage 
l~ DOLLARS 
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Chart 1 . 1 State general revenue collected per capita by Iowa. 
Selected Midwestern states and total U. S. from 1958 to 1969 
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error ~.; in r evenue e'.1timation involve intole r able absolute 
errors of many mill ions of dollars . For exampl e , in 1935 a 
2 per cent error in estimati ng Iowa ' s r evenue involved approx-
imately 300, 000 dollars ; however , the same 2 per cent error to-
day would involve cl oser to 12 million dol lars . In contrast 
to this , there r emains the need to plan total expenditures 
and r evenue to avoid defici ts or surpluses of over a few mil-
lion dollar s . State governments are , ther efore , seeking 
better and mor e reliable met hods with which t o forecas t r ev-
enues and pl an state expenditures . 
The Nature of the St ate Revenue Systems and 
Implications for Estimating Procedures 
To obtain needed r evenue , s t ate governments have used 
higher r at es and br oader cover age of consumption and income 
t axes . For Iowa , 1959 sal es tax collections and gross re-
ceipts from c onsumpti on taxes wer e 76 million dollars and in-
come t ax collections wer e 36 million dollars . Ten year s l ater 
collections were 207 . 5 milli on dollars and 106. 9 million dol-
lars r espectively (32) . 
During the ten- year period in which these changes in r ev-
enue f i gures occur r ed, Iowa experienced thr ee different income 
t ax schedul es . There was a one percent increase in the sales 
and use tax rates accompani ed by addition of items t o whi ch 
the tax was applicabl e . Iowa residents a l so raised the r ates 
on other consumption taxes such as all cigarette sales and 
6 
b t . 1 eer consump ion. 
All of the states listed in Tabl e 1 . 1 have made compar-
able increases in tax rates and comparable additions to the 
tax base. In some instances, states have i mplemented new 
taxes to acqui r e the revenues necessary to match state expen-
di tures (32) . 
Frequent r ate changes and significant base changes imply 
a need t o develop special estimating techniques which can as -
sur e accurate and responsib l e fiscal management during such 
r api d change . Revenue estimating pr ocedur es must be able to 
antici pate the impact on state revenue collections of 
changes i n rate and base in the tax structure . 
Alter nat i ve to accur ately estimat ing revenue 
State governments can compensate for revenue uncertainty 
or poor forecasting by permitting a non- balanced budget . A 
rel ative l y per miss ive policy of non-balanced budgets would 
requi r e less accurate forecas ting than a policy of a care-
fully balanced budget . For example, one might obtain stabi-
lity in state expenditures with variable revenue by cr eating 
a budget surplus in year s with mor e r evenues than expected to 
be used in years with lower- than- expected revenue receipts . 
Also , one might go into debt if r eceipts were less than ex-
1A more detail ed analysis of rate and base changes con-
cerning the r evenue sources is given in the fo l lowing chapt er s 
to this study. 
7 
pec ted to ma intain the promised level of se r vices to the pub-
lic . However, taxes to create surplus or pay debts a re 
diffi cult for taxpayers to accept as necessar y . A debt or 
surplus means that either expenditur es or tax rates were too 
high in a previ ous year. Thus , a non- bal anced budget , though 
it reduc es the need for accuracy in forecasting, does not 
avoid the consequences of poor forecasting . Severe unbal-
ancing is a political liability and not practicRl for imple-
mentation i nto the state fiscal system as an alternative to 
accurate f orecasting . 
A poli cy of aver agi ng income would smooth short-run 
fluctuations i n r evenues by chaneing the income base from one 
year to a three or four-year moving average . Such a policy 
would t end to reduce l arge fluctuations in the tax system. 
The difficulties with thi s are that the procedure is appli-
cable dir ectly only to the income tax, which contri butes only 
30 percent of revenue to the state ' s general fund . Also , 
such averaging procedures affect the after tax income of r es-
idents of the state , which affec t other consumption tax rev-
enues . For example , if income for an individual was to fall 
below previous year s incomes, his tax obligation would be 
higher than i t woul d have been if such a system did not exist . 
With a small er inc ome and higher tax obligation his consump-
tion would tend to be reduced by more under this system than 
under the non- aver aging type system. Too , revenue from taxes 
8 
on consumption goods would be reduced. However, s ince con-
sumption taxes ar e less volatile than the income tax t o 
changes of income , the total net effect of such a system 
shoul d be stubilizi ng for total state revenues . 
Finally, the cost of implement ation and administration 
of such a system would like ly outweigh any benefits . For in-
stance, if such a system had been implemented in 1969 , over 
834 thousand pay returns would have requir ed adjustment and 
checking . Maintena nce of the system would th en r equire con-
tinued recalculation and records control of past data , 
all a t accel erated cost to the state . Even t hough 
the procedure might stabilize revenue, its cost would be 
higher than its introduction would warrant . 
Personal income: s tability and influence on state revenues 
Broader c overage and higher tax r ates on income and ex-
penditures have resulted in an incr easing dependence of state 
revenues on the future l evel of personal income within the 
state. With increased dependence on this unstable tax sour c e , 
difficulties incr ease in maintaining stability of state rev-
enues over time . Per sonal income i s dependent on the general 
level of economic conditions exi sting in a state which vary 
consider ably over time . Per sonal income fluctuates with em-
ployment and wage rates and incr easingly now so a l so will 
state revenue . For exampl e, if s tate r evenues a r e predomi-
nantly dependent on income and consumption taxes , and a 
9 
nominal rise is expected in state personal inc ome of , say, 
10 percent, there would be expected an incr eas e in state con-
sumption expenditures of about 8 percent . For the state 
treasury, there would result a final revenue growth in in-
come tax receipts and sales and consumption tax receipts from 
6 to 8 percent, depending on the state taxing struct ure . 
Conversely, however, if state per sonal income was to rise 
less than the expected 10 percent or was actually to decline , 
revenues to the state treasury would reflect this fact as 
well. A 5 percent decline in personal income would imply a 
fall in revenues of perhaps 2 or 3 percent, just at a time 
when larger expenditures had already been authorized! 
A future year •s revenue may rise, remain constant or de-
cline depending on economic conditions regardless of what 
state expenditures may have been planned. 
Personal income for Iowa from 1950 through 1970 is list-
ed in Table 1. 2 along with changes in the level and the per-
cent changes in the level of personal income . Changes in 
personal income vary from as high as a positive 13. 80 percent 
in 1965 to as low as a minus 04 . 81 percent in 1955. Revenues 
to the state vary from a plus 5 percent in 1955 to a plus 26 
percent in 1966 (see Table 1.1 (32)). Such figures reflect 
the influence of changes in the tax structure, not on l y fluc-
tuation in income . Still , they do give some idea of the vol-
atile nature of the revenue system. 
10 
Table 1.2 State p~rsonal income and ch1n~e in p~rsonal 
income for Iowa fcom 1953 t::> 196~. a (incJ11e in millions of 
dollars) 
~----------------------------------------------------------
Year-
Per:;onal 
Income 
Change in 
Person1l 
Inc::>1e 
( ChangP 
Personal 
Income 
1950--------------39~7------------------ --------------------
1951 4127 230 5.90 
1952 433A 211 5.11 
1953 4200 -138 -3.1 8 
1954 4525 325 7. 7 3 
1955 4307 -218 -4.81 
199556 45 8 0 273 6 . 33 
1 7 5077 497 10.95 
~9~8 520 2 125 2.46 ,: 6 5319 117 2.24 
96 5475 156 2.93 ~9~; 5 7 4 3 268 4. 89 
19 3 6005 262 4. 5 6 19~4 6352 347 5 . 77 
1965 6649 297 4. 5 7 
7567 918 13 . 80 
1966 8327 760 10. 0 4 
11996687 852 3 196 2. 15 
9123 600 7 0 ~:~6 9 8 70 747 1:5~ 
10418 548 5 .55 
--------- - - - - --- - ---- - - - ------
a 
Source: (34), (35) 
---------------------------
Unfortunately, the most sophisticated models of income 
determination cannot perfectly anticipate future levels of i n-
come. Thus, revenue-estimating procedures cannot estimate 
with complete accuracy r evenues to be re ceived from taxation 
where the base of that t ax is income. However, reasonable 
assumption may be developed for personal income in future 
years. It i s because of the awareness of t he volatile nature 
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of income that new methods of revenue estimation are being 
devel oped. 
Responsiveness of the state tax structure to income 
State r evenue yields can be more or less r esponsive to 
changes in personal income. How income and revenue are link-
ed depends on the nature of the tax structure for t he state . 
That is, revenue yields usually change by a small er percent 
than changes in income , how much smaller depending on the 
structure of the tax system. If expenditures for the state 
are rising at 9 per cent per year, revenues need to rise at 
the same 9 percent regardless of the per cent income may 
change f or that year . Since s t ate expenditur es usually rise 
faster than revenues if tax rates are held constant, state 
t ax rates have been increasing. Tight budget and revenue 
shortages occur for two reasons . Fir st , the rate of change 
in personal income is usually smaller than the r ate of change 
in state expenditures ; and second , the percent change in rev-
enue is usually smaller than the percent change in personal 
income . This combinati on has necessitated the relatively fre-
quent increases in tax r ates and wider cover age of tax base 
which have occurred since 1950 and at an accel erated pace 
since 1960 . 
The r esponsiveness of a stat e tax structur e is usually 
defined by an income e l ast i city coefficient . A tax is con-
sider ed income inelastic if the response of change in the tax 
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yield T to changes in the level of total state income Y is 
less than one (3). 
That is, if 
where 
6T/To 
6VYo 
<l 
To and Yo = initial levels of tax yield and income, 
respectively 
6Y and 6T = changes of tax yield and income, res-
pectively 
Et then is the inc ome elasticity coeffic ient which measure~ 
the percentage change in the tax yield that results from a 
given change in income. The closer the income elasticity 
coefficient Et is to o, the less responsive the tax to income 
changes. 
A study by J. Dockel ( 3) estimated the income elasticity 
for various tax sources for Iowa and also a weighted average 
of the elasticity of the combined state tax s tructure. 1 
Dockel found that the elasticity of the Iowa income tax 
str ucture wi t h respect to i ts base i s 1. 7, i ndicat ing a 
b etter than pr ooortional change i n r evenues for a given 
change in income. The elasticity coeffic ient for sales tax 
receipts was estimated to be .9393 and .5153 for the ciga-
rette tax. The weighted elasticity for the entire tax 
1 For an explanation of the method of measurement for 
these coefficients, see reference 4, p. 103-104. 
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st ructure was estimated t o be .8548. This l ast fi gur e im-
plies that the overall r es ponse of s t ate revenue to changes 
in s tate pers onal income is less than proport i onal. 
In general, mos t s t ate t ax s tructures have elasticity 
coeffi c i ents relatively close to 1 although they may vary 
around 1. For example , the elasticity coeff icient for Mis -
souri i s 1.1. The coefficient determined for Nebr aska i s . 7 
and that for Minnesota is 1. 3 . The coefficient for I llinois 
i s . 9 and for Kansas is 1. 0 (2). 
The next question muet then concern how personal income 
and state expenditures change in comparison to one another . 
For Iowa the aver age rate of change in personal income since 
1950 has been 5. 08 percent while the average r ate of change 
in expenditures has been c loser t o 7. 85 percent (32) . In 
other words, expenditures have been growing 2. 77 per cent 
faster than per sonal income. Comparing this to t he response 
coefficient , Et = . 8548 fo r revenues and neglecting the im-
pact of r at e changes , expenditures have been rising on the 
average of 3.11 percent more than revenues for Iowa. 
The desired l eve l of Et f or a tax structure predominant -
ly depend on the ris ing expenditure needs and the degree of 
f luctuation in the economic conditions of the state in ques-
tion. Most s tates find themselves in the par adoxical position 
of wanting a t ax structure which i s income el astic in order 
to meet ris ing expenditures while still wanting the structure 
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to be stable by being income inelastic s o that revenues do 
not change r adically for fluctuations in income . This para-
dox occurs because state governments cannot control directly 
the economic situation that might prevail in the state for 
any given time period. The fact is that states ar e not de-
terminants of economic cir cumstances but are subject to them 
and as such , they must attempt. to estimate the expected rev-
enues and expenditure needs . 
Finally, it is the unresponsive nature of the state ' s 
tax structure combined with tendency of state governments to 
increase expenditures that have occasioned t he changes in 
rate and base which have accrued over time in the state r ev-
enue systems . It is within this context that budget and fis -
cal management must be conducted. It is within this context 
that judgments will be made as to the extent the rate and 
base will be required to change f or a tax sys tem. Past meth-
ods of revenue estimating techniques are inadequate . Simple 
averaging of previous data cannot anticipate future revenu~s 
whic h will result from a range of tax rates that might be im-
plemented. Methods are needed to anticipate the possible 
conditions that may exist and may affect r evenue yields for 
the state while at the same time remaining within a simple 
one or two equati : n estimating model . 
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The Experience of Others in Developing 
Revenue Estimating Techniques 
Income - population and estimating revenues 
The first models describing revenue as a function of 
income often focused on the question of whether existing 
state tax sources could provide sufficient revenue to conduct 
government affairs without reference to tax rates . For 
example, Groves and Kahn (13) concentrated on cal cul ating 
income elasticities of various states using a model of the 
form 
Log R = log a + b log y (1 .1) 
where R = total tax revenue from specific source 
y = state personal income 
a = regression coefficient 
b = regression coefficient 
The function was only fitted for those taxes where no rate 
or administrative change occurred. 
Expansion of the model to include taxes where r ate 
changes had occurred interferred with measuring income elas-
ticity coefficients because of fluctuations in revenue data 
associated with r at e changes . Consequently, it was often 
assumed that the response of revenue to rate changes was 
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propor tional . That i s , 
dR r 1 dr R = 
where R = revenue 
r = tax rate 
Under such an assumption, no specific attention was required 
for tax rate changes introduced into the system; thus, income 
elasticity coefficients could be estimated for different tax 
sources . 
A modification to this method suggested by Wilford (38 ) 
was to include administrative rate changes in the model having 
it take the form 
Log R = log a + b log Y + c log r (1. 2) 
where R = tax revenue 
Y = state income 
r = tax rate 
Us ing this function with the impact of tax rate changes ac-
counted for , Wilford suggested that states neglect stability 
ques tions concerning revenues to income as this factor is, in 
general, out of their control and concentrate on designing 
the tax sys tem s.o as to ensure an income el asticity greater 
than 1 . Other discussion concerning the model focuses on the 
type of income variable to be used. 
Legler and Shapiro ( 24) criticized these earlier models, 
specificall y Wilford's modifications, on two grounds . First , 
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it ignores the specific mechanism by which tax revenue varies 
with income. Second, it is based on the assumption that the 
yield of one tax is independent of other state taxes . 
By estimating parameters of the model from regression of 
past data for each tax source separately and independently 
of how changes in other taxes affect the income-revenue re-
lationship of the tax in question, the model does not repre-
sent the r eality of the interdependency tn the system. For 
example, this procedure assumes that an increas e in the in-
come tax rate will not affect the revenue to be received from 
the sales tax in any way. This criticism is, in general, 
quite valid. Specifi cally, it is valid if the model is de-
signed to be used for a number of years where frequent 
changes in the tax structure may occur or if changes in the 
tax base or rate, though few in number, are of s i gnifi cant 
size . That i s, if the time period is twenty years or there 
is a twenty percent change in the tax rate of a particular 
revenue source, :nost certainly this may change the value of 
the parameters of other estimating equations in the tax 
structure. If , however, the question of interdependence con-
cerns a short period where fewer changes may occur, then per-
haps for purposes of constructing £imple operational esti-
mating equations, the assumption can be made. 
Legler and Shapiro set forth a number of assumptions 
whi ch they believed would alleviate earlier difficulties of 
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i ndependence. 
They assume that: 
1. There are only two distinct types of taxes , an income 
tax and a sales or consumption type tax. 
2 . The supply of taxed and untaxed goods are perfectly 
elastic ; the non-t·axed component of price is uneffected by 
the i ntroduction of the tax . 
3. State income ard. growth i s independent of the tax 
yields . Based on these assumpti ons they develop a model as 
follows: 
where 
R = r1Y ;. r2C 
R = t ax revenue 
r 1 = income tax rate 
r 2 = sales tax rate 
C = expenditures on taxable goods 
Y = inc ome 
To equation (1 . 3) i s then added 
where 
C = C(y , Y, N, P, r) 
Y = per capita income 
N = population 
P = before sales price 
Combining equation (1 . 3) and (1 . 4) i s derived 
(1. 3) 
( 1 . 4) 
(1.5) 
This equation was estimated then for various states by multi-
ple r egre ssion . 
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The model drops the independence assumption of taxes and 
considers the ent ire tax system (or a majority of it) rather 
than each particular type of tax separately. Though the ob-
jective of the mo del is to constr uct a general equilibrium 
t y pe system, i n implementation i t suffers from the common 
probl em of aggregation . That is , the difficulties of tying 
different items which are taxed differently under a single 
measur e makes operation of the model somewhat l imited . Fi-
nal l y , though the approach is specifically designed to ac-
count for the inter dependence of the tax system, i t does not 
deter mi ne the degree of interdependence which for future 
esti mates might be c ruclal. The authors of the s tudy them-
selves recognize t hat in order to apply the methodology of 
the study to mor e exact policy questions , it is necessary to 
concentrate on the tax legislations of each s tate individ-
uall y (24) . 
Ex penditures approach 
It is argued that even with the shortcoming of the gen-
eral income- population approach to revenue estimation , it is 
the most plausible approach since population and income are 
the marks of need and source respectively. However , it is 
argued by others that revenue- population and revenue- income 
t i es are in fact not capable of indicating future revenue 
needs (29) . It is argued that if one must pr edict the pop-
ulat ion and income values that are to serve as inputs , the 
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statistical significance of the model' s forecast i s r estricted 
or made indeterminant . That is , becaus e the projected income 
variable cannot be directly estimated, its values as to being 
a reliable variable i s subject t o question . 
What i s offered in the place of these earlier hypotheses 
and models i s a theoreti cal approach proposed by H. Thomas sen 
( 50 ) bas ed on expenditure policies of a s t ate r ather than the 
responsiveness of r evenues to income . I t i s noted by Tho:r.as -
sen that there exists an explicit demand for the goods that 
a s tate c an supply to its citizens and revenue will res pond 
to meet this need. For example , as a function of increased 
autljffiobile and truck use , there i s an incr ease in the demand 
for p~imary and secondary road and highway construction. It 
i s held that any :r.odel des igned to estimate r evenues for a 
s t ate should be based on s tate needs dependent on both im-
plicit and explicit private spending . The indicator of the 
demand for public goods in this type analysis are variabl es 
which lead the revenue series by at leas t one year . They 
include, for example , population, employment and investment 
data. 
A particular model for this approach to revenue estimat-
ion des i gned by Thomassen does present some useful results 
(29 ) . However , the model i ndirectly , though no less i mpor-
tantl y, depends on popul ation and income for an estimate of 
the demand for public goods and since it has no direct con-
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st r a i nt on the revenue fi gur e , t he model may and does give 
incorrect results for any given time period . This i s not 
surprising since indicators can be as misleading in regard 
to demand for public goods as they are in estimating incomes . 
The c onclus ion to be drawn , therefore, i s that in esti-
mati ng r evenues to be received by a state , there may be stat-
istical errors associated with a projection no matter what 
the approach empl oyed since any projection requires looking 
into the future . Whether this error is incurred directly or 
indirectly is of little difference to the final outcome . 
Purpose 
This study will not correct or improve general theory of 
revenue estimating or propose a new technique. It will c on-
struct r evenue esti mat ing for Iowa using the contributions a l -
ready made by other s when possible and recognizing the various 
shortcominbs to meet t he requirements of the Iowa tax s truc-
tures . Specifically , the purpose is : 
1. To identify correlates and explanatory variables of 
trends in base and yield of selected sour ces of r evenues for 
the State of I owa. 
2 . Estimate revenue yields for selected income and con-
sumption taxes for a defined time period . 
3. Evaluate t he usefulness of these revenue- estimating 
techniques in the State of Iowa . 
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This study will deal with individual taxes, not with the 
entire system as suggested by Legler and Shapiro. This ap-
proach is taken because it is individual taxes within the 
sys tem which separately and substantially may affect the fi-
nal outcome; and to see how thi s may happen, the individual 
tax mus t be considered. Though this necessarily r equires 
once again the ind ependence of taxes be assumed, it does not, 
given Iowa's taxing structure, affect the results substan-
tially. Finally , this approach has al so been chosen because 
the difficulty of acc ounting for interdependence has not been 
adequately solved to date. Though Legler and Shapiro have 
provided an insight, they have not provided a soluti on. 
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CHAPTER II. PERSONAL INCOME TAX 
State income taxation for Iowa in the nineteenth c' entury 
and early twentieth centry was fo r the most par t a failure . 
Succes s was limited because income t axes were imposed as emer -
gency measures with public support di sappearing with the emer-
gency. Also in the early twentieth centry agricul t ure com-
posed approximatel y 50 percent of the s t ate' s ec onomy. Pau-
city of farm business records and payroll data r ender ed the 
collecti on of a general inc ome tax extremely difficult . Per-
haps, however, the most significant cause of failure of the 
income t ax was local administration by unqualified and un-
trained offi cials . 
The modern era of income taxation began in 1911 when 
Wisconsin enacted the first success ful general income l evy. 
The tax provided c entral administration through a s tate tax 
commi ssion staffed with civil ser vices employees . 
Diffi culties with the I owa tax structures during the 
1920 1 s led to a reconsiderat ion into the possibility of an 
income t ax for the state . It became recognized during this 
period that the Iowa tax struct ure did not distribute the tax 
burden in accordance with ability to pay. Also , the tax base 
was so narrow that only a s mall percentage of the population 
was directly effected by expenditure policy , with about 80 
percent of all state and local tax revenues coming from prop-
erty truces and only 19 percent of the people being property 
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owners. Finally, the depression had depleted the state's rev-
enues and new sources were urgently needed. In 1932, ther e-
fore, the first extensive state personal income tax was pro-
posed for Iowa (22). 
Though collections began in 1935, the relative importance 
of the personal income tax has only increased in significance 
since World War II. In 1935, for instance, the personal in-
come tax contributed less than 7.0 percent to state receipts; 
whereas, for fiscal 1970 it has been estimated to have pro-
duced 113.3 million dollars in net revenue or 30.0 percent of 
total revenues collected by the state , second only to the 
sales tax in overall collections. The rise in revenues from 
income taxation has been most noticeable since 1964 (see Chart 
2.1 (20 )). This sharp rise has occurred, first, because the 
ever-increasing need for revenue combined with greater em-
phasis on equity in the tax system has caused legislators to 
shift to the income tax for needed revenues. Second, revenues 
have risen because the tax base (i.e., personal income) grew 
at a significantly higher rate during this period than during 
previous periods. Thus, given a response coefficient for the 
incorre tax of Et= 1. 7 , large increases of personal inc ome 
caused revenues to increase by significant magnitudes (see 
Table 1.2 (34) for level of personal income). 
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Chart 2 . 1 Gross revenue collected per year by the s t ate 
from the income t ax in Iowa from 1953 to 1970 (20) (17) 
•' 
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Structure of the Income Ta.x System in Iowa 
•• 
' The income ta.x base for Iowa is defined as: 
TI = AGI - FD - D 
TP = r(TI) - C 
where 
TI = taxable income 
AGI = adjusted gross income 
FD = federal tax paid 
D = state deductions (itemized and standard) 
TP = tax payable to state 
C = personal and dependence credits of 15 and 10 
dollars respectively 
r = applicable ta.x rate 
During the period considered in this study the only ma-
jor legal change which occurred in the base has been the in-
creased allowance from $7.50 to $10.00 for each dependency 
credit. The only influences effecting the base have been 
those initiated by changes in the federal tax structure which 
is deductible on the Iowa Ta.x Report. This would include, for 
example, the effects of the tax reform of 1964. 
Though no major changes occurred in the ta.x base itself, 
a number of changes have occurred in the applicable tax rates. 
From 1958-59 to 1964-65 the rates were: 
0.7~ on the 1st 
1.5~ on the 2nd 
$1000 of taxable income 
$1000 of taxable income 
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2 . 25'% on the 3rd $1000 of 
taxable income 
3 . 00% on the 4th $1000 of taxable income 
3 . 75% on the 5th to nth $1000 of t axable income 
For the peri od 1965- 66 to 1966-67, one aspect of the r ate 
s tructure was changed to where the r ates for the 10th to nth 
$1000 01" t axabl e income was 4 . ?0 percent . The rates were 
changed again for the period 1967- 68 to December 31, 1970. The 
r a t es for t he 1st thru 4th $1000 taxable income r emained as 
before . Changes which th.en occurr ed were as follows : 
3.754' on the 5th t o 7th $1000 of taxable income 
4. 50'1i on the 8th to 9th $1000 of t axable income 
5 . 25% on the 10th to nth $1000 of taxable income 
Effective January 1, 1971, t ax r ates for the 1st t o 2nd $1000 
of taxable income remain as before . Other changes a re as fol-
lows : 
30004. on the 3rd $1000 of taxable income 
4 . 001.. on the 4th $1000 of taxab l e i ncome 
5 . OO( on the 5th ;to 7t h $1000 of taxable income 
6 . 001, on the 7th to 9th $1000 of taxable income 
7o00~ on the 9th to nt h $1000 of taxable income 
The nature of a state ' s tax r ate structure , that i s , 
whether it i s progr essive or regress i ve , i s best understood by 
computing the rat io of the percent of t ax paid to the per cent 
of income earned (AGI in thi s instance) and observing its 
movement as higher income l evel s are exami ned . Whether a tax 
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system is progressive or regressive is determined by observing 
whether this ratio i s rising or falling as income incr ease. 
The degree of progression or regression of the tax s tructure 
is determined by the range the values of the ratio assumes as 
incomes rise. If the ratio increas es as incomes rise, it i s 
an indication that the s tructure is progressive and similarly, 
if it remains cons t ant or declines, this implies it i s propor-
tional or regres s ive. For Iowa , in 1969 , the r atio of per cent 
of tax paid t o percent of AGI ranges from . 8oo4 to 1.07 for 
the income group of 6 to 10 thousand dollars . This ratio i s 
1. 073 for the income group of 10 to 15 thousand dollars. The 
ratio ranges from 1. 6 to 1. 7 f or the remaining 15th to nth in-
c ome group. Also, the 6th to 10th income group paid approxi-
mately 36 percent of the income tax revenue t he s tate received. 
The 10th to 15th inc ome group contributed 26.5 perc ent of in-
come revenues for the s t ate while the r emaining 15th to nth 
group contributed 30 per cent of the revenues to the state ( see 
Table 2.1 (17)). This suggests that the Iowa income tax 
structure i s s lightly progressive with the main tax burden 
1 falling on the mi ddle and upper middle i ncome gr oups . 
Finally , a minor change in the tax administration occurred 
with the introduction of a withholding syst em into the s truc-
1 
Adj t one s hould be cautious whe n interpreting these results 
us ed gross income i s , as the name implies an adjus ted fig-
ure . ~ata concerning personal income and i ts 'distribution with ~~!p~~ to tax pa id would perhaps be a more vali d measure of availabl~~rden i n Iowa . However , such figures are not readily 
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ture in 1966 . 
Table 2.1 Distribution lmonq income br1 ::; k~t s ~f idiustP\ 
qross income an~ state tax payment with e~timatis of rPlativP 
tax burden derive1 from 1q69 state tax r~tlrns. 
AGI 
Bracket 
Share of 
AGI 
(perc ent) 
sn1re of 
Taic Paid 
(per::;e n t) 
Tax b 
Burden 
uider-3000--------------0~25-------------~02-----------:09ou-
3000-3999 5 .53 1.65 .29~3 
4000-4999 6.37 3.03 .4754 
5000-5999 7.09 14.60 . 6 4q7 
6000-6999 8.12 6.50 .A004 
7000-7999 8 .94 ~.15 .9116 
8000-8999 8.72 9.68 .9954 
9000-9999 7. 77 9. 34 1.0030 
10000-14999 20.78 26.53 1.77 60 
15000-19999 6.52 1 '.).56 1.6190 
20000-249q9 ).16 ').70 1.9030 
25000-2999q 1.91 J.c;0 1. 01 40 
30000 to nth 6.85 11.86 1.7310 
Total 100.00 10).00 1.00 00 
--------------------- ----------------------------------------
a 
source : ( 1 7> 
b 
Column 3 divid~d by c~lumn 2 
An Income Tax Model 
The income tax revenue estimating model developed in thi s 
s tudy i s compa r abl e to compl eting a s ingle simple state i ncome 
tax returno First, the expected income for the state is deter-
mined. Second , the expected all owabl e deducti ons are esti-
mated . Net taxable income i s derived by subtracting state and 
federal deductions from income and the expected tax r ate i s 
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applied to this net figure to estimate the income tax levied 
by the state. Finally, to get expected taxes to be paid, the 
estimated personal and dependency credits are subtracted from 
the tax levied figure. 
where 
That is, 
NTI = AGI - FD - D 
TL = ( NTI )( ATR) 
TP = TL - M(DC) - N(PC) 
NT! = net taxable income 
AGI = adjusted gross income 
TL = tax levied 
TP = tax payable to the state 
DC = dependency credits 
PC = personal credits 
ATR = aggregate tax rate 
FD & D = federal tax paid and state deductions 
M = do~~ar value o~ one dependency credit 
N = dollar value of one personal credit 
and where each of the variables on the right side of the e-
quation must be individually estimated over time. 
The method of estimation described here will yield useful 
results if the following assumptions hold. First, the distri-
bution of income within the state does not shift significant-
ly over time. Second, the population of the state does not 
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drastically change over time. Finally, the income tax struc-
ture does not change in essence over time. These assumptiuns 
are reasonable with respect to Iowa and are not likely to be 
effected significantly in the foreseeable future. 
AdJusted gross income 
For Iowa, AGI is personal income exc luding transfer pay-
ments . It includes personal contributions f or social 
insurance by res idence but does not include social security 
or unemployment payments to res idents . Empl oyer contri-
butions to retirement systems , life insur ance and medical 
insurance are included in per sonal income but not AGI. On 
balance, AGI is smaller than per sonal income but is effected 
by economic circumstances in relatively the same manner . It 
has remained ~bout 70 percent of per sonal income over time . 
Precisely because AGI and personal income are effected 
similarly by the general economic c ircumstances existing in 
the state and because they have shown a definite proportional 
relationship to one another over past years, a regression 
analysis was conducted and model constructed f or estimating 
the dependency relationship between the two variables. The 
equation estimated was for AGI a function of personal income. 
The results were as follows: 1 
1 Throughout this chapter the superscript (•) indic ates 
the coefficient to be s ignificant at the 5 percent level while 
(**) indic ates the coefficient to be significant at the 10 
percent level. Absence of the asterisk superscript indicates 
the coefficient to be nonsignificant. 
where 
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Log AGI = - . 870* + 1.1848* Log Y 
( . 1869 ) ( . 0487) 
AGI = adjusted gross income 
Y = personal income 
and where , becau se a cons t ant proportional relationship be-
tween Y and AGI is observed, a log functiona l form is esti-
mated.1 
The R2 term for the equ ation i s . 984 . Since the co-
effi c ients in the model a r e s i gnificant and with the high R
2 
coefficient , indic ati~ns are that the relationship as hypo-
thesized does indeed hold and reliable values may be obt a ined 
for AGI from this equation which will be us ed in the final 
estimation of income tax paid to the state . 
Federal deductions 
As incomes rise, tax obligation t o the federal govern-
ment rises . Thus , in Iowa , deductions against AGI for fed-
eral tax payments must a l s o i ncrease assuming no changes t ake 
plac e i n the state policy concer ning federa l deductions . 
However , exogenous changes i n the federal tax structure 
may occur and i f so , will shift t he level of feder a l deduc-
tion. For example , the 1964 federal t ax reform lightened fed-
eral t ax obligations and decreased t otal feder a l deductions 
1rn the remaining analysis of the income tax , the model s 
i dentified all assume constant rate of growth between the var-
iables . As l og functions are used, therefore, a separ ate com-
ment will not be made in each ins t ance. 
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on Iowa returns by 5 percent as opposed to a normal increase 
of 5 percent brought on by changes in incomes . 1 Thus, Iowans 
paid more state inc ome tax because they paid less federal 
t~. 
Federal tax changes cannot be anticipated directl y 
for future years . They may for past years be taken into ac -
c ount by the introductiJn of dummy variables which will shift 
the linear function to a llow for the effect of a change in 
the federal system. The dummy variable is determined by con-
structing a col umn of l' s and O's for each major change in 
the federal tax rules which occur over time . A 1 is entered 
in the column for year s in which the specifi c tax structure 
was in effect and O' s a re entered elsewhere . These oepa-
rate columns are then combined with the c olumns of observed 
data on which a regression analys is i s to be conducted . In 
this manner separa te intercept coefficients are esti mated for 
each of the different federal structures which were in effect 
during the period from which the data was drawn . 
Therefore, contending that federal deductions can be 
determined as a function of income if account is taken for 
outs ide changes in the federal tax s tructure, a regression 
analysis and equation is developed to test the feasibility 
1changes in federal deducti ons can be observed in Table 
7 . 1 of the Appendix. 
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of the relationship. The results are as fo llows : 
where 
Log FD= - 2.52* - 2 . 6l*D1 - 2 . 52*D2 + 1038* Log Y 
( . 7310) ( . 7575) ( . 7748) ( . 1947 ) 
FD = deductions to state tax obligation resultine 
from federal tax payments 
Y = personal i ncome 
o
1 
= dummy var iable used to derive a shift parameter 
for 1964 tax reform 
o
2 
= dummy variable used to derive a shift parameter 
for introduction of surtax in 1968 
Note that the introduction of the surtax in 1968 brings 
the intercept coefficient to its 1964 level and since the s ur-
tax was only a temporary phenomenon, ending in 1971, the par-
ticular coefficient may be omitted from the model . 
The R2 term for this equation i s . 862 . This lower R2 
coefficient is not a surprising result, given the explanation 
that the federal tax system is a relatively volatile structure 
and difficult to judge as to total effect on deduction to the 
state . 2 However, the R term and significance levels of the 
coefficients still indicate a functional relationship between 
~ersonal income and federal tax deduction and the equation 
can be used to determine estimates of federal deductions for 
Iowa. 
State tax deductions 
As with federal deductions the prime determinant for the 
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level of state deductions will reasonably be the l evel of in-
come for the state . As incomes rise so also do demands on 
the individual incomes within the state. So, more opportuni-
ty for deductions to the state increase as well . Also , as 
incomes rise there is cause to be more aware of allowable de-
ductions since larger incomes imply larger tax obligations and 
it i s to the individual's advantage to mi nimize his tax ob-
ligation through deductions . 
Also, since standard deductions have a maximum limit of 
250 dollars, it is assumed here that this figure will remain 
a relatively constant proportion of total deductions over 
time and, therefore, not require strict separation as an esti-
mated variable for the general model. 
The m ~del then derived based on this discussion is as 
follows : 
Log D = -2 . 470* + 1. 3428* Log Y 
( . 2947 ) ( . 07681) 
The R2 term was estimated to be .967. This result, to-
gether with the observed significance levels f or the coeffici-
ents in the equation, support the argument that s t a t e deduc-
tions are directly a function of income. 
Aggregate tax r ate 
In order to construct an equati on for estimating an ag-
gr egate rate of taxation for the state , it is important not 
that r ate changes occur over time but rather that these 
changes do not effect the basic structure of taxation. What 
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this means i s that though the rate may be alter ed over time , 
the important fac t is that it does not change , fo r instance , 
a regressive tax sys t em tc a progressive system. For Iowa , 
in past years and indications are that for future year s , no 
extreme structural changes in the system with res pect to the 
tax r ate have or will occur. Therefore , it may be assumed 
that the Iowa s tructure will r emain s lightly progressive with 
the burden remaining on t he middle inc ane bracket . The effec-
tive aggregate tax rate (the per cent of tax levied to taxable 
income) is t hen a function of the aver age existing tax rate 
and the t axable income for the state . 
Finally , in estimating an equation for this vari able f rom 
past data , it i s necessary that allowance be made for the im-
pac t of the 1966 introduction of a state tax withholding 
sys tem. Again account may be taken for this inf l uence on tax 
r eceipts with the introducti on of a dummy vari abl e into the 
model . 
where 
The equation then derived i s as follows : 
Lo~ ATR = - 2 . 047* - 2 . 035*Dl + Log . 2094* (NTI )( AR) 
( . 0303 ) ( .·0349 ) ( ; 0166 ) 
AR = aver age tax r ate for all l evel s of AGI 
ATR = aggregate tax rate 
NTI = net. t axable income 
D1 = dummy variabl e designed to account for inf lu-
enc e of introduction of withholding into Iowa 
tax system in 1964 
The coefficient for the n1 variabl e was determined to be 
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s i gnificantly different from the cons t ant term, indicatinB ~n 
improvement in coll ections brought on by the administrative 
change . 
2 The R term for the model is . 989 . This i s not a sur-
prising result when one considers that the only explai nable 
variation for the model might be that there is a tendency to-
ward a more progressive system with changes in the t ax r ate o 
However, this would be s light gi ven the explanation that the 
tax structure i s designed so that the majority of the burden 
falls on the middl e level of inc ome . 
Dependency cr edits 
What remains then f or completion of the income tax model 
is the determination of personal and de pendency c r edit s which 
must be subtracted from the tax-levied figure to derive a tax 
payable figure . These estimates could bes t be determined if 
figures were available for the distribution of age groups 
within Iowa and their r el at ive changes over time . However, 
data for these figur es ar e only available for five year s and 
use of thi s approach i s , therefore, prec luded at this time . 
Attempts were made for r egressing combinations of total 
population da t a and time in an effort t o determine trends in 
the c redit figures . However, the fits were quite poor and the 
coeffi c i ents were i n one instance negative for population and 
in each instance statistically insignificant at the 5 percent 
l evel . 
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It w~s, therefore, decided that the best estimates could 
be made by merely using an average change in the respective 
figures for recent years and applying this average to the 
year in which an estimate is desired. 1 
Restatement of the income tax model 
Having deal t with the major elements in the tax struc-
ture , it is desir able to review the general model for esti-
mating revenue from the income tax source . The model is again 
stated as follows: 
NT! = AGI - FD - D 
TL= (NTI)( ATR) 
TP = TL - m(DC) - n(PC) 
where the variables have been defined on page 36 above. 
Implementing the model for years 1958- 59 t hrough 1969- 70 , 
the estimates derived are quite good ( see Chart 2 . 2 (20 )) . 
The comparison of the figures for actual data obtained for 
these years to estimated data obtained from the general model 
shows that the estimated values follow c losely the actual fig-
ures for i ncome tax paid to the state . Devi ations of actual 
and estimated data a re less than 1 million dollars or 3 
percent • 
1This method hopefully will not be necessary for future 
year s since figures are now being made available for popula-
tion by age on a yearly basis for states . From these figures 
it may be possible to determine accurately how these respec-
tive credits will behave. 
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The results derived from implementation of the model for 
entimating future state revenues from this sour r e remain ron-
sistent with past observej data (see Table 2 . 2) and (' h·~rt 
2 . 2 (20)). The inc ome var i abl e used for the model was derived 
~able 2 .2 Estimated state income tax revenue ~or tova for 
1970-1973 based on estimated per>o nal in:~me a ssu~e~ by 
extra polation of pa s t gr~ w th trenas from 1948 to iq 69 . 
(millions of dol lar s) 
Year 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
Personal 
Income 
9985 
10450 
10 95'.) 
11500 
by extrapol ating income trends . 1 These estimates show a 
State 
t? e vPnue 
109 . ') 
131. 1 
155 .0 
s light drop in r evenue for 1970 of about 2 percent due to the 
f act that the l evel of income increases by les s than 100 
million dollars . This r elatively small increase in income 
implies an i nc rease in the t ax l evied figure of l e s s than 
1
A more detai led discussion of the origi n of the income 
vari able is cons idered in Chapter V of this study . 
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Chart 2 . 2 Revenue estimates per year for the Iowa income 
tax from 1958 to 1973 with actual c ol lections for comparison 
( 20) 
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one mi l lion dollars . Also, the credits from the state tax 
liability figure increased by four million dollars. This, 
therefore, caused net taxes paid to decline by nearly four 
mill ion dollars or 3. 5 percent . The following year s hows a 
rise in revenue of about 22 percent caused by an increase 
in income of about 5 percent and a general increase in the 
tax rate schedule (for rate schedul e , see "Income t ax struc-
ture" in this chapter) . For years 1972 and 1973 the r eve-
nue path continues to rise at a rate of about 7 percent. 
These resul ts are entirely reasonable and if the in-
come projections themselves are correct, the revenue model 
can be of considerable use for estimating revenues to the 
state from the personal income tax. 
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CHAPrER III. RETAIL SALES AND USE TAX 
SA.les Tax 
The sal es tax i s a tax on the retail sale s of t angible 
property or servi ces by individual economi c units . It i s an 
ad volorem tax which i s a tax on the value of the it ems sold, 
not the quantity involved in the sale . It i s , therefore, a 
tax on the dollar volume of expenditures by the residents of 
a s tate . 
The sal es tax was delayed from implementation into the 
tax s tructure of mos t states becau se of a fe ar tha t taxation 
~f sales might cause mig r ation into tax-free states . This 
fear was based on the fact that the Supreme Court had been 
zealous in barring t axation of transactions of an interst ate 
charac t er. Sal es made to cus tomer s outside a t axing state 
and sales made by merch ant s who were outside a t axing s t ate 
to cus tomer s in l1. t axing s t a t e could not be taxed. This 
ruling had the effect of s tifling any attempt to impose a 
tax on sal es . 
The depres s i on of the 1930 1 s broke through some of 
these obstac l es . The s t ates saw tha t the gener a l taxation 
of sal es was a sour ce of revenue which fluctuated l ess over 
time than did the income tax. States receiving incr eased 
pressure to reduce the property t ax burden and experiencing 
criti cal financial difficulties saw the sal es tax as a means 
to help r emedy their situat ion. In 1933 thirteen s t ates 
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enacted a eeneral tax on retail s ales and by 1938 the number 
had increased to 24 s tates . World War II halted this move-
ment, but afterwards, as s tate s beean once again to provide 
increased services, the growth of the s ales tax soon follow-
ed. This growth was evident not only in the number of s tates 
using the tax but also in the amount of revenue the tax pro-
vided to the states . In 1950 twenty-eight states levied a 
general sales or gross receipts tax involving 1. 68 billion 
dollars. In 1969 the number of states using the tax had in-
creased to 44 , and the revenue had grown to 12 . 44 billion 
dollars (32) . 
There were several specific factors which led to the 
i mplementation and increased dependence on the sales tax as 
a source of revenue in Iowa. First, there was the need to 
ease financial stresses resulting from the depression of the 
1930 1 s. Directly related to the depression was the increased 
pressure on the state to provide additional government ser-
vices . A sec ond cause was the strong pressure to broaden 
the tax base away from reliance on property taxation for 
state revenue . Finally, income taxes were regarded as un-
reliable and unstable producers of revenue, fluctuating 
directly with movements of income. This contrasted with con-
sumption expenditures which were observed to be more stable 
and thus more dependable as a source of state revenue. 
From 1952 and until the mid-sixties, revenue from sales 
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tax grew at a rate averaging a little bel ow 4 percent per 
year . This involved an increas e from 51. 6 mi l lion doll ars 
in 1952 to 77 . 4 million dollars in 1964. After 1964 r e-
ceipts from the sal es tax increased substantial l y , risi ng 
from 77 . 4 mill ion dollars to 181. 4 million dollars in 1969 
(see Chart 3. 1 ( l~)) . This accelerated growth after 1964 
was the result of three interrelated factor s . The first was 
s imply the normal r ise in sales tax revenues associ ated with 
rising i ncome . Given that the income elasticity of the sales 
tax is approximately equal to . 9 , then the r apid gr owth of 
income aft e r 1964 (see Table 10 2 (34)) s hould have i ndeed 
been accompanied by a significant increase in sales tax re-
c eipts . A second cause for the accelerated growth was an 
increase in the applicable tax rat e from 2 to 3 per cent in 
1967 . This tax increase implied an additional 36 million 
dollars over the r evenu e that a rate of 2 percent would have 
yi e lded for the same tax base . The third factor caus ing the 
rapid increase in revenue was the expans i on of the applicable 
tax base to include selecti ve servi ces . Thi s widening of the 
base implied additional taxabl e sales in 1967 amounting to 
roughly 400 million dollars or 12 million dollars in tax 
revenu e o 
Though receipts from the sal es tax have become the 
dominant sour ce of revenue to the state , the more recent em-
phasis on equity in taxation has caused a movement away 
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Char t 3 . 1 Revenue col lected per year b~ the general sales and 
use t ax in I owa f r om 1953 to 1970 (16 ) 
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from relatively strict reliance on the sales tax for s tate 
revenue. In 1952 the 51 million dollars of revenue the sales 
tax furnished the state was approximately 54 percent of to-
tal state revenue collected . The 1969 figure of 181.81 
mill ion dollars was closer to 45 percent of state revenues . 
Most of the 9 percent drop in relative yield in the sales 
tax was assumed by the income tax which increased from 21 
percent of state collections in 1952 to nearly 30 percent in 
1969. 
Use Tax 
The use tax is a state levy on commodities purchased 
outside a state but brought into the sta~e for use . As 
state retail taxes grew in number, the strong protection 
then given by the Supreme Court to interstate commerce was 
troublesome to state tax administrators and retailers alike . 
States handled the problem by introduction of the use tax 
which , in 1938, the Supreme Court held to be constitutional. 
Designed merely as a supplement to the sales tax, its rates 
and appli cation are usually identical to the retail sales 
tax. 
The use tax was assumed into the Iowa tax structure 
shortly after the introduction of the sales tax. It is 
specifically designed for the task of preventing the poten-
tial sales tax avoidance by out-of- state purchases and to 
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give some degree of protection to merchant s in broader areas 
of the state . The use tax has assumed a growth path nearly 
parall el to that of the sales tax (see Chart 3. 1 (16)). In 
vo.1.ume the revenue has increased from 7 . 6 million dollars in 
1952 to 39 . 1 million dollars in 1970 . As with the sales 
tax, the most rapid period of growth in revenue from the use 
tax was f r om 1964 through 1969 . The reasons for this growth 
is the fact that the tax is indeed a supplement to the sal es 
tax. It assumes the same basic nature and income and tax 
rate changes apply nearly identically to each. Thus the 
rate, base, and income changes which occurred during this 
period and caused significant gains in sales tax revenues 
also caused significant gains in the use tax collections . 
Pr ospects for the Sal es and Use Taxes 
The most severe c riticism of the sales and use tax has 
been its inequity among taxpayers . The tax is on consumption 
and it i s argued that s ince consumptiai must absorb a higher 
percentage of inc ome for the poor than for t he rich , it is 
r egressive . That is, its rate as a percentage of income i s 
higher for the poor man than for the rich . The extent of r e-
gression depends on the extent of the coverage. 
With the existing pressure for a more equitable tax 
structure, the State of Iowa has for the most part already 
inc reased the bounds of the sales and use tax to their 
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feasible limits. In 1969 expenditures on items subject to 
the tax was 7 . 2 billion dollars or 71.9 percent of personal 
income received by residents of the state . The type of item 
which would require inclusion into the Iowa tax bas e, if it 
were to be broadened, gener al l y tends to either increase the 
regress ive nature of the tax or is difficult to admi nister . 
For example, if the sale of new housing was assumed into the 
sales tax base, a definite in crease in state revenues would 
result since new housing sal es ranged between 161 and 183 
million dollars per year from 1965 through 1969. However, 
such a broadening of the base would, it i s often believed, 
also tend to extend the r egressive aspect of the tax. This 
regressive aspect, whether imaginary or real, accompanying 
the inclusion of housing into the tax base would severely in-
c r ease resistance to the sales tax in general . 
Some difficulties of administration which reduce the 
possibilities of broadening the base can perhaps best be 
pointed out by refe rring to a past example. In 1967 when 
the extension of the base was made to inc lude selective ser-
vices, two of these servi ces were to be advertis ing and con-
struction. However, the taxes were s trongly opposed by the 
speci a l interests involved which reduced pos s ibilities of 
voluntary compliance. With the help of a strong lobby, both 
types of services were removed from the tax base within a 
year and a half of their institution. 
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For similar reas ons other services such a s medical car e 
will most likel y not be included in the tax base within the 
near future . 
If the goal of the state is to provide a more equitable 
tax str ucture, it is probable that the relative importance 
of the sales tax will decline . Pressure to hold the r ate 
and base of the sales and use taxes at their present levels 
in Iowa will indeed slow the growth of revenue from t his 
source . As additional revenues are required it i s r eas onable 
to assume that the income tax, not the sales tax , will be the 
more severely and frequently changed revenue sourc e in the 
state taxi ng structure . 
Iowa Sales and Use Tax Structure 
Sal es tax 
A tax of 3 pe r cent is levied on the retail sales of 
goods and services to consumers of the State of Iowa. In 
Iowa, a retail sal e is defined as a sale to c onsumers or us ers 
for any purpose other than for processing or resale . This 
does not inc l ude rents, doctor fees , advertising or elec-
tricity and steam used in the processing of taneible personal 
property, for ultimate retail sales . However , it doe s in-
c lude the sale of tangible personal property, electricity , 
water and c ommunicati on services . Admission and operation 
of amusement enterprises are also included in the definition. 
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Exempted from the tax are purchases by manufacturers where 
these materi als are used i n the performance of construction 
contract s or fo r purposes of resale or for further process-
ing. Also, exemptions include gross receipts from trans por-
tation services, tickets of admission to state, county or 
local fairs or such receipts from charitable, educational, 
or religious institutions, and the trade-in value of an item 
which is not in excess of the original purchase price, pro-
vided proper records are kept. Exemptions are granted to 
farmers on material used in the production of agricultural 
products f or the market. The exemptions consist of materials 
used in disease and weed c ontrol, insect control, the health 
promotion of livestock and plants as well as fuel consumed 
in implementation of husbandry engaged in agricultural pro-
duction. 
Major changes in the tax have consisted of either rais -
ing the tax rate or broadening the tax base. In 1949 the 
base was extended to the sale of building material to owners 
or builders for the c reation of buildings , repair and im-
provement of the real property. In 1955 gr oss receipts from 
bowling alleys were defined as a re.f;ail sale. Also , in 1955 
the retail sales of beer and cigaretts were no longer tax 
exempt. In 1965 hotel services were defined as taxable under 
the retail sales tax. In 1967 the base was extended to se-
lective services. These included most types of repair 
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services , services in construction of personal private prop-
e rty and adve r tising services . New construction and adver-
tising were only in effect a year and a half and then re-
pealed in 1969 . 
The sales tax r ate was changed in 1955 from 2 percent 
to 2 . 5 percent and then reduced once again to 2 percent in 
1957. In 1967 the sales tax rate was raised from 2 percent 
to 3 percent . 
Use tax 
The use tax is a tax on the use of tangible property 
in Iowa. It is divided into three primary categories . 
1) Use tax pai d directly by users 
2 ) Use tax paid by out-of-state sellers for the sales 
to Iowa r esident s where transac tions are subject to taxation 
3) Use tax collected on new motor vehicles and trailers 
For items to fal l under the use tax the only evidence re-
quired to establish sal es for use in Iowa is evidence of 
sales for delivery in Iowa. Taxes paid in a s tate other than 
Iowa are deductible from the liabilities imposed by the Iowa 
use tax. 
A major change in the tax str ucture came with the repeal 
of the "not readily avail able clause" in 1967 . This c lause 
had previously exempted from taxation tangibl e personal prop-
erty not r eadily available in Iowa and which is used directly 
in the fabrication , compounding , manufacturing, or securing 
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of tangible personal property intended to be sold at r etail. 
Sales and Use Tax : Revenue Model 
Revenue derived from the sales and use tax in Iowa is 
a set percent of taxable consumption (sales) in the state . 
For the United States consumption is known to be primarily 
dependent on the level of income ( 23 ) . More specifically , 
for Iowa taxable sales and personal income over past 
years have, in fact, grown at a r elatively constant 
proportion to one another . In years where this has not oc-
curred, it i s usually attributable to administr ative changes 
in the tax base . Th erefore, a model using income as the de-
termining variable and which makes adjustment for changes in 
the tax base would seem a suitable means with which to esti-
mate actual sales in the state for future years . The appro-
priate tax r ate can then be appli ed to the determined sales 
figure to estimate expected revenue. 
In setting up an estimating model for Iowa, it is useful 
to recognize that the use tax as a supplement to the gener al 
sales tax is not separate from or independent of it . Con-
sequently, the two taxes may be considered as one and this 
figure calcul ated as a function of taxable sales or aggregate 
consumption . Because the coverage of the Iowa sales and use 
tax is extens ive , it is probable that relative price and tax 
rate changes will not influence the relationship between 
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income and expenditures on truced and non- taxed items . Final-
l y , since the tax r ate i s the s ame on all taxed items , t ax 
collecti ons need not for short-run analysis be examined by 
type of sale. 
form : 
where 
Gi ven this assumption the estimating model t akes the 
TS = a + D1 + D2 + y 
b (3 . 1) 
R = r(TS ) ( 3 . 2) 
T = taxab l e sales 
y = personal income 
R = revenue 
r = tax r ate 
b = exponent identifying the proportional changes 
of revenue to income 
Di and D2 = dummy intercept coeffi cient measuring the i mpact of applicabl e base changes 
in the tax s tructure 
A shortcoming of equati on 3 . 1 is t hat i t cannot direct-
ly anticipate changes in revenue resulting from r e levant base 
changes . However, in dealing with any type of forecast model 
it i s nearly an impossibl e t as k to determine in advance the 
extent of effect some future ch ange in base will have on r ev-
enues to be collected. What may be don e in developing a 
model of this t ype is to es timate the vari ous shifts in t he 
relations hip between income and taxable sal es for past year s 
in which s i gnificant changes have occurred and to assume the 
last maj or chan ge will be in effect for future projection 
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needs . 
Thi s has been done by introduci ng dummy intercept vari-
ables, n1 and o2 , into equation 3. 1. The variables arc es-
timated by placing a column of l ' s and o rs into the observed 
data set on which a r egression anal ysis is to be conducted. 
For each tax base l's are entered into a separate column for 
the years the base was in effect and o rs elsewhere . In this 
way the analysis estimates a differ ent intercept coefficient 
for each base . 
The mode l estimates revenue only after taxable sales 
have been determined. This is done , of course, by applyine 
the tax r ate to the taxable sales figure . It would be in-
correct to follow such a procedure if , in fact , changes in 
rates wer e to have a direct impact on the nature of the con-
sumption function . That is , if a 5 percent tax r ate reduced 
consumption signi ficantly below what would have occurred had 
the rate been 4 percent, this procedure would be invalid. It 
was determined from separate s tudies, one by J . Dockel (3), 
for Iowa, and another by R. Hansen (14) for the u. s . that 
the rate effect on total expenditures i s nil . Therefore , a 
two- stage model , the first s tage es t imating the volume of 
taxable sales , the second stage estimating revenue from the 
deter mi ned sales fi gur e , i s valid. It is possible , there-
fore, to anticipate direct l y any effects on revenue that 
changes i n the tax rate might cause . 
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In discussing the form of the tax model and the vari-
ables to be included in the model , it is necessary to review 
briefly the specific hypothesis on which the assumpti ) n of 
an aggregate consumption function has been based. It has 
long been noted that revenues from the sal es tax are more 
stable than income tax r evenues . This indeed seems to have 
been one factor for its development as the single most im-
portant revenue sour ce for state government . The most widely 
held explanation for this observed phenomena is the "perma-
nent income hypothesis" (11). This hypothesis states that 
consumption i s more correctly a function of income in terms 
of wealth rather than income in terms of current receipts . 
The hypothesis implies that when a consumer unit experiences 
a transitory increment of income, that is, when an individ-
ual1 s measured income exceeds the expected or permanent in-
come , the "trans itory" component is added to his assets or 
used to reduce liabilities rather than spent on consumption . 
Similarly when the individual experiences a transitory de-
crement of income, the c onsumer adjusts consumption to perma-
nent income financing any excess over measured income by 
drawing down assets or increasing liabilities . 
Empirically, the hypothesis is implemented by approxi-
mating the wealth variable by means of a weighted aver age of 
present and past levels of income . The weights are so cal-
cul ated that the current year' s level of income is most 
heavily weighted and subsequent year s a r e weighted in a geo-
metr ically declini ng manner such that the sum of the weights 
is equal to one (11) . 
The extensive coverage of the sales tax in Iowa allows 
one to assume t hat such an hypothesis i s feas i bl e in esti-
mating cons umption of t axabl e items for Iowa . Al so , in 
impl ementing the empirical analysis and constructing the 
appr opr iate equati on for Iowa, the specific technique de-
sc r i bed above i s employed. 
The equati on developed for the model is stated as fo l-
lows : 1 
(3 ) Log TS = . 1123 + . 113101 + . 161o**D2 + . 9399* Log yw 
( . 1225) ( . 1268 ) ( . 1336) ( . 0340) 
where TS = taxable sales 
Yw = i ncome var iable (weighted) 
D1 = dummy variable for tax base effect for 1956-1967 
D2 = dummy variable for tax base i n effect aft er 1967 
and where the weight s f or the income variable are . 400 , . 240 , 
. 184, . 070 , and . 044 for income Yt through Yt - 4 . 
1The supersc ript (• ) i ndi cates the coefficient in the 
equation to be significant at the 5 percent level while (** ) 
indicates the coefficient to be significant at the 10 percent 
level . Absence of the asterisk superscript indicates the co-
effi cient t o be non-significant . 
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The R2 term for the equation was .9794 . This figure is 
considerably higher than what might have been expected , given 
that a number of changes in the tax base introduced over the 
period considered were not directly taken into account . How-
ever, for this equation in the two ins tances in which it was 
decided to measure the effect of broadening the base, only 
one of the coeffic ients , that for n2 , was significant and it 
was marginally significant at the 10 percent l evel. For the 
base change of 1956 the coefficient n1 was not significant . 
This implies the base changes had very small effect in chang-
ing revenue for the state . The implication i s that for other 
base changes which we r e not statistically measured , there 
was no significant impact on revenues which would cause a 
fundamental shift in the taxable sales func tion. This ob-
2 servation offers some explanation for why the R term was 
indeed high even when for each instance of occurrence, changes 
in revenue caused by c hanges in the base wer e not explicitly 
accounted for i n the model . 
Befor e any acceptance of the model is made, it should 
first be compared to an analysis which does not rely on a 
"permanent income hypothesis" but rather on one which assumes 
consumption to be a simple function of current inc ome. Such 
an anal ysis , omitting a lagged income variable and using in-
s tead a simple yearly income figure, resulted in a reducti on 
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of the R2 term to . 962 and a s light r eduction i n the signi f -
icance of the income coeffic i ent for the genera l model . The 
reduction was not l ar ge but this is of no surprise for thi ~ 
particular mode l s ince the weighted income variables a r e not 
extremely different f rom actual yearly f i gure s . The fact 
remains , however , that t he weighted fi gures do give best re-
sul ts and it i s cons istent with the theoretical c oncepts con-
cerning consumption and its r e l ati on to income . 
Comparing actual and estimat ed taxable sal es f i gures , 
the maximum devi ations occurring in the dat a amount t o 180 
million dolla r s or about 4 percent of the actual taxable 
sales figures ( see Chart 3. 2 (16)) . Al s o , the l a r gest dif-
ferences between actual and estimated r evenu e f i gur es i s 2 . 5 
million doll a r s or 4 percent of actual revenue dat a ( s ee 
Chart 3. 3 ( 1 6). Thes e result s , when placed i n the context 
that the levels of sal es for year s (1959 , 1960 ) in whi ch 
these errors occurred was 4 billion dollars and r evenue was 
80 million dollar s , imply that the model does a pproximate 
well actual data. 
To pro ject l evel s of t axable sal es and revenue for 
f uture year s , it is necessar y to assume as alr eady determined 
the val ue of the income vari able ( see Tabl e 3 . 1) . 1 
1 
A more complete discussion of the income vari able i s 
considered in Chapter v. 
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Table 3.1 Es timat~d taxable sales , tot ~ l s 3les t ix r e v ~ ~U P 
plus use tax reve nue for I owa for 1970-1973 base1 on Ps t1~at? d 
personal income 3ssum ed by extrap~lation ~ f pa 5t ~ rovth tren i s 
from 1948 to 1969. (millions of dollars) 
---------------------------------------------------- ----------
Year 
Personal 
Income 
Taxable 
Sales Fev €>n u~ 
---------------------------- ------------ ----------------------
1970 9986 
1971 10450 
1972 10 9 50 
1973 11500 
75 50 
7 8 6~ 
8 136 
8 55 1 
226.S 
23 5 . 9 
2~ 5 . 6 
2 5 6 . 5 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Estimates of taxabl e sal es and sales tax revenue are consis -
tant with past t r ends ( see Char t 3. 2 (16) and 3. 3 (16) ). The 
model predicts a general rise in taxable sales and revenue 
wi th some s l owing down in the rate of growth from nearly 6 
percent for 1965- 1969 (disregardi ng tax rate changes in rev-
enue) to a rate of ~ percent for 1970- 1973 . This is, of 
course , caused by the lower 5 percent growth r ate of the 
weighted lncome variable used in the model , down from over 
5. 5 percent for the period 1965- 1969. 
Results yielding such relatively smal l devi ations between 
actual and estimated (at a when a model of the type desc r ibed 
here i s used would suggest that it is in fact a valid pro-
cedure to estimate sales tax revenue for Iowa . Further , 
future projections which are cons i s t ent with past movement 
in re~renue would indicat e that such results may be used f or 
G2 
purpoG es of basing future state revenue and expendit ure pol -
i c y decisions . 
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CHAPTER IV OTHER SELECTIVE SALES TAXES .. 
Besides the general sal es tax , speci a l t axes are levied 
on selec ted c onsumption items such as motor fuel, c i garettes, 
liquor and beer . The tax on motor fuel i s not discussed here 
even though it provides a l a r ge amount of revenue to the 
state . Motor fuel tax i s a char ge for use of public roa ds 
and does not contribue to r evenue for eener a l state u se . 
The t axes on c onsumption of c i gar ettes , liquor , and beer 
cons titute as much as 25 percent of the pur chase price of 
the item and might be thought of as fulfilling a sumptuary 
purpose of diminishing their con sumpti on . In fact , however , 
the taxes seem to serve the pur pose of securing f or the state 
large r evenues but do not actuall y prevent consumption. If 
the consumer wishes t o pay a penalty t ax of whi ch t he pro-
ceeds a r e used for collective pur poses , he may do so (26) . 
In gen eral , the t axation of these items was introduced 
during t he 1930 ' s when fin an cial diffi culties for the states , 
brought on by the depression were r ap i d l y inc reasing. By 
1930 e i ght states t axed c i gar ett es a nd by 1936 fo rty- eight 
stat es had imposed a tax on liquor or beer . Today a ll s t a tes 
tax liquor and beer by one means or another and only North 
Carolina does not tax c i gar ettes or tobacco products . The 
g rowth in r evenue f r om these sourc es h as been s ubs t anti a l in 
;1bsolute terms moving from . 6 billion dollars in 1946 to . 9 
billion dol l a r a in 1951 and to 3 . 3 billion dolla r s in 1969 . 
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f\:; a p0.r<'rnt or tota.l r evenues received by ·Lll .~t·tt 0.· t.h f• 
1~rowth or thl~ type or r evenu e has been der' 1 ining . Thi :> i . ·. 
due to the s i gnificant increase in s t ate inc ome tax r eceipts 
and retail sales taxes . As a percent of total revenues they 
have moved from 9. 8 percent in 1946 to 9. 9 pe r cent in 1951 
and to 7. 8 percent in 1969. 
Selective sales taxation was introduced into the Iowa 
tax structure in 1921 with the appear ance of a tax on c i ga-
rettes sold within the state . Then , with the repeal of pro-
hibition , contr ol of the sale of liquor was assumed by state 
government a nd consumption of beer was immediately taxed. In 
1935 these revenues contributed about 26 percent of the 
states general r evenue obtained from non- property tax 
s ources . In 1946 the figure was 20 perc ent . Because of the 
significant increase in reliance on the income and reta il 
sales t ax for state revenues , the relative yield of this type 
of selective tax has steadily declined to where in 1969 they 
contributed only 13 percent of s t ate revenues . This has 
occurred despite the notable increases in the absolute size 
of revenues from these sources . They have increased , for 
example, from about 11 mil l ion dollars in 1946 to 59 million 
dollars in 1969 . A description and development of revenue 
models for cigarettes , liquor , and beer follow . 
Gs 
Cigar ette Tax 
In 1921 I owa l aw ~egan r equiring all c i garette who l e -
salers to pay a t ax on each package of c i garettes for sal e . 
S ince the~ , the t ax rate has inc r eased from 2 cent 3 per pack 
to 13 r;ents per p ac k and the c onsumption of c i garettes h as 
ri s en from 74 million pac ks in 1935 to 300 million packs in 
1969 . It has , therefore, b ecome a n important source of rev-
enue t o the s t a te . Tax r eceipts from c i garettes composed 
a pproximately 6. o percent of the total state receipt s fo r 
1969 . Revenue from c i gar ette taxes has g r own r api dl y but 
unevenly s i nce the end of World Wa r II caused b y the f ac t 
tha t though con s umption has risen a t a s teady pace from 1946 
to 1963 and has been c onstant o r declin e d s lightly s ince 
the n , a number of r a t e inc r eases have led to uneven inc reases 
in rec eipts ( see Ch a rt 4.1 (8 )) . 
These inc r eases in the t ax r ate on c i gar ettes a r e fre-
quent because the payer of a c i garette t ax is politicall y 
vulnerabl e . The c i gar et t e t ax ma kes expens i ve a consumption 
item which i s generally considered h azardous . It i s a tax 
paid onl y on those who smoke, a nd thus , in theor y , it could 
be avoi ded by anyone objecting . As a r esul t an incr ease in 
the c i gar ette t ax meets with the smallest amount of public 
r es i stance as compar ed to pr o posed inc r eases in the i ncome 
or sal es t a x . The c i gar et te tax i s therefore often the first 
tax to be inc re ased when a dditional r evenues a re needed. To 
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Chart 4 . 1 Revenue collected per year by the State of Iowa 
from the taxation of cigarettes for year s 1953 to 1970 (8) 
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demonstr ate , not e t hat the c i gar ette t ax has been inc rt'.'.1.Sl d 
7 times s ince 1950. 1 
Tax s truc ture on cigarettes 
The tax on c i gar ett es i s a t ax per uni t of physical 
vol ume , not per dollar of cost . The only changes which 
have oc curred have been in the applicable r ates . The r at e 
was 2 cents per pack from 1921 to 1953. It was r a i sed to 3 
cents pe r pac k in 1953 , to 4 cent s in 1959 , t o 5 cents i n 
1963 , to 8 cents in 1965 , and to 10 cents in 1967 . Fi nally , 
the tax rate was increased to 13 cent s in March , 1971. 
As a pe r cent of t he total cost of c i garettes the 2- cent 
t ax by the s t ate in 1946 was approximately 14 per cent of tt1c 
cos t of a pac k of c i garettes . In 1969 the percent of s t ate 
t axes contribute approximately 26 percent of the cos t . 
Cigarette ~- ax model 
The volume of c i gar ettes consumed in any time period 
has been observed to exhibit two fundamental char acteri s -
tics : First , the demand f or c i garettes is pri ce ine l asti c . 
That is, if a 10 pe r cent incr ease in t he price of c i garet tes 
occurs , for example , through a t ax ri se , the quantity of 
c igarettes demanded de c r eases by a smaller proportion of 
1r n fis cal 1968 collec tion of t axes on other t obacco 
began . However , in 1969 the tax contributed onl y . 14 per -
cent of r eceipts for Iowa and therefore will not be dealt 
with in thi s study. 
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of about 2 percent . Second , the quantity of cigar ettes con-
sumed per capita rises with real income . 
In 1950 Ri ch ar d Tennant exami ned the demand for c i ga-
rettes and found that for the United St ates the consumption 
data for c i gar ettes from 1900 through 1949 seemed cons i s t -
ent with these obser vations of price inelast i c ity and income 
e l asticity. The income elasticity was est i mated to average 
.8 (28 ) . In the study , Tennant compared pric es of c i gar ettes 
with actual per capita consumption and in terms of the R2 
coeffi cient, he found that not only were the deviations from 
trend r emarkably small, but t h ey did not fall i n such a 
pattern as to indicate even mino r influences of price upon 
consumption. Al so , for the relation of c i gar ette c onsump-
tion to r eal per capita income , Tennant found that his 
anal ys i s accounted for 96 . 7 percent of the variability . The 
expl anation v,iven by Tennant fo r these res ults is that to-
bacco i s an urgently desir ed commodity of s mall cos t and it~; 
c onsumption is a matt e r of habit . However, it i s al s o r e-
garded as a luxury i tem and when inc omes a r e low or when they 
de cline , it i s natur a l that peopl e s hould attempt to cut down 
on its c onsumption. 
Fo r Iowa , expanding the da t a to 1962 , the results con-
tinue to agr ee with those of Tennant . However, when the data 
i s extended to inc l ude 1970 , it i s found that aft e r 1962 
the linear r e lation of consumption to income no longer holds 
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( ::;ee Chart 4 . 2 ( 8 )). In Iowa a per capi tu cip;;.i.rct t 0 r.on-
:> umption ha~ r ema ined rons tn.nt or has ac tually derllnnd 
after 1962 , while per capit a personal income has inc r eased 
by a substantial amount ( see Chart 4. 3 (8) ). The same 
pattern i s displayed when r eal income i s substituted for 
persona l income in the comparison , as was done by Tennant . 
To examine further the hypothes is that consumptt~n of c i ga-
rettes is a function of income , per capita consumption of 
ci ga r ettes is r egressed on per capita income . The r esult s 
2 of thi s analysis rendered an R term of . 757 as compar ed to 
Tennant 1 s R2 coefficient of . 967 . The mo re r ecent data does 
not, the r efor e , agree with Tennant• s observations concerning 
the relationship of income t o consumption of c i gar ettes . 
The i mpac t of price ch ang es on the demand for cigarettes 
in Iowa continues to ag r ee with Tennant •s conclus ion and i n 
general, the demand r~mains price inelas tic . Howeve r, thi s 
c onclusion mus t be qualified somewhat s ince it can be ob-
served i~ past data that a t ax increase on c i gar ettes was 
often accompanied by a s hort run effect of a de cline in con-
s umption (1959- 1960, 1963- 1964 , 1965-1966 , 1967- 1968 ) aver-
aging 2. 37 percent for each one cent increase in the tax 
( see Ch art 4. 3 ( 8)) . The effect is referred t o as b eing 
a short run phenomena s ince generally the rate of consumption 
i s re s tored to its dominant trend within one year after the 
initial tax increas e . This fact i s understandable when one 
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con::::; ide r ::::; the immediate react:( -:-n to any price increase gi vcn 
:J. no rm:J.l rl nmand function. However, the important f aC't l1e r c 
l:: th a t the a cquired habit of s moking seems to overpower a 
tenden~y to reduce smoking caused by a price increase . Con-
sumption , therefore , i s restored within a short period of 
time to its ob served t r end. 1 
A more reasonabl e explanation into the determination of 
the demand for cigar ettes and for the decline in per capit a 
consumption of cigar ett es i s not that it is linked to per-
s onal income but, rather, that it i s linked to more funda-
mental ps ychological fac tors . For exampl e , the effects of 
an int~nsive campai gn against cigarette smokinR rondur ted 
by the American Cancer Soci ety seems to have had a definite 
impact on reduc ing per capita smoking in the United St a tes . 
To give some idea of how intensive this campai gn has 
b een, some example s may be s i ghted . In January , 1960 , the 
Board of Directors of the Society made known that clincial~ 
epedimeol ogi cal , experimental , ch emic a l and pathologi cal 
evidence presented by the many studies reported indi cate 
be.vend n~as onable doubt that c i garette s moki'. lt~ i s the ma.;or 
1 As noted by Tennant and emphas i zed by t he c i garette in-
dustry , the price inelas ticity for c i gar ettes cannot go on 
indefinitely i f price rise to unreasonable levels . At some 
point the demand can become pri ce elas tic and caus e permanent 
reductions in consumption of c i garettes . 
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cause o f the unprecedent ed inc r ease in lung cancer (l )e In 
1965 the Soc i e t y set a five- year objective of r educinr; c- i 1~a-
r ett e smoking among teenagers by 50 per cent , in. th e r;ene r a l 
public by 25 perrent and among physic i ans by 50 percent so 
~inally, str ongest support of the effort against c i garette 
smoking was r eceived in 1964, in the definite Report of the 
Sur geon Gen e rals Advisory Committee on Smoking and Pealth , 
whi ch on r eviewing the evidence made the judgment that c i ga-
rette smoking i s a health hazard of suffi c i ent importance 
to warrant a ppropria t e action (1). 
Though no specifi c dat a i s available on the overall 
effectiveness of this campai gn it i s known that th e per 
capita consumption of ci gar ettes for the nation dropped 
from a hi gh of 4,266 c i garettes in 1961 t o a l ow of 4,195 
in 1968 , a nd data for 1969 and 1970 indi cate furthe r re-
ductions should occur (36) . Thus, it would seem in gener a l 
that the campa i gn h as had some influence a t least in turning 
the trend away from inc r eases in s moking and tow ard an actual 
de cline . 1 
1There i s some dispute to this s ince the l a r ges t gai n-
ing population age- gr oup during the 1970 1 s probably will be 
.. -. he 25 to 34 year olds . This age g r oup has the h i ghes t per 
capita smoking rat e of all age groups ove r 18 and thus over-
all per capita smoking may begin to inc r ease once again . 
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Though the influence of the anti- smoking campai gn has 
been important , it certainl y has not been c omple tely suc -
cess ful and thus there must exi st other i nfluences to be 
accounted for . The causes of the l ess- than- perfec t succes s 
of the campai gn is mos t likel y to be the habit for smokin~ 
acquired by people over time and the dis regard to warnings 
publ ished by the various agencies r a ther than , as su~gested 
ori ginally , l eve l s of pe r sonal income . 
The bes t method of determi ni ng t h e demand for c i ga-
r ett es woul d b e to obta in complete studies on the formation 
of smoking habits ; the effect of anti- smoking campaign s c~ 
smok ers ; and finally, the changing a ge di stri buti on of 
s moke r s over time . With this infor mation one wou l d then b e 
abl e t o anticipa te just what the l evel of consumpti on i n 
the future might be . Unfortunately n o dat a adequate for 
fulfi llin g thi s need i s at present avai l abl e . There f ore, 
the best estimates that have been obtained thus far a r e 
from the construc tion of a curvilinea r t i me trend whi ch s i m-
ply fits per capita consumpt i on to time in terms of years . 
Such a meth o d using per capita data pic k s up as well as 
possible the shifting attitudes towar d c i garette smoking and 
at l ea s t some aspects of changes in population distribution 
of those who are smoking . 
A model b ased on thi s analysis would ~hen be as 
follows: 
where 
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R = r(TCC) 
TCC = C x population 
C = a + bt + ct 2 
(4.4) 
(4 . 5) 
(4.6) 
R = r evenu e from taxation of cigarettes consumed 
in Iowa 
TCC = total cigarette consumption 
C = per capita cigarette consumption 
r = tax rate 
t = time 
a , b, c = parameters 
Before determining the parameters for equation 4. 6 , it 
is necessary to a llow first for the short run effect of the 
tax rate changes o That i s , observing that a rate increase 
temporarily reduced consumption of cigarettes , the data for 
these years was adjusted upward to its anticipated trend by 
the average of 2 . 37 percent for each one cent inc rease in 
the tax rate . 1 Using the adjusted data the equation for per 
capita consumpti )n is: 2 
1Because of s imple s tatistical techniques used in this 
study, a model employing a dummy variable to estimate the 
impac t of rate changes on consumption could not be deter-
mined for the pol ynomial equation. 
2Throughout this chapter the superscript (* ) indicates 
the coeffic ient in the equation to be s ignificant at the 5 
percent level, while (** ) indicates the coefficient to be 
significant at the 10 percent level . Absence of the aster-
isk supersc ript indicates the coefficient to be n~n-signifi­
cant . 
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c = -1026 . 2* + 35 . 14* t - . 2705* t 2 (4 . 7 ) 
( . 1374 ) ( . 4413) ( . 0353 ) 
where c = per capita c onsumption 
t = time 
The R2 term for the equation i s . 916 . This r esult implie0 
that better than 91 percent of the variation in consumpti on 
of cigarettes is accounted for in the model . The ac tual 
degree of smoking and t he direction it may turn in the fu-
ture is uncertain and dependent on a good deal more psycho-
l ogi cal factor s than can be picked by a simple time trend. 
A mode l accounti ng for better than 91 percent of the vari-
ation of per capita consumption over time is indeed accept-
able as a tool for estimating future l evel s of revenue . 
Comparing actual and estimated per capit a consumption 
(see Chart 4 . 4 (8)), the model tends to dampen the fluctu-
ations in observed consumption . This is a consequence of 
the ~egression anal ysis used to determine the est imating 
equation. Even with this damped effect on the estimates, 
the deviat ions do not exceed two pac ks per c apita or 9 per-
cent of the actual consumption figure for any year . For 
year s in which tax increases have occurred , adjustment of 
the data (a fal l in the trend l ine in Chart 4 . 4) reflec t the 
decline of consumption r esulting from these changes . 
Projecting per capita consumption for years 1970 through 
1973 indicates rather sporadic movement (see Table 4 . 1 ). 
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Chart 4. 4 Estimated per capita consumption of ci garettes 
in Iowa from 1954 to 1973 with actual consumption for com-
paris on (8 ) 
Table 4.1 Estim~t~~ ~iqarette tax revn e ue for T:>wa based o n 
estimated personal in co me a s sumed by extr 1polatio n of pa st 
qrovth trends f~:>m 1948 to 1969. 
Year 
1970 
1971 
197) 
R~venue 
($000) 
30248 
36192 
37882 
36 SA 2 
a 
Pooulati:>n 
(0 00) 
21325 
2 84 7 
2869 
Pe r :a pi ti 
Con =;umpt. i:>n 
(unit s ) 
10 7. 1 
97 . q 
1:>1. 6 
97.5 
Tot~l 
Co n s 11mpti on 
( OO:l , 00<' ) 
302.5 
278.4 
2Q 1 . 4 
2q1.4 
-------------- ------------------------------- ----------------
a 
Source: (3 J) 
In 1971 consumption fe ll by 9. 3 packs or nearly 9 percent be-
cause of a r a t e inc rease which occurr ed in that year . In 
1972 recover y in demand f r om t he s hor t r un effec t of a t ax 
inc r ease r esult ed in an inc r ease in consumption of 4. 8 packs 
or 5 pe r cent . Finally , in 1973 consumption once again f ell 
by 4 . 1 packs or 4 pe r cent r e f l ecting the obser ved de(' lininr 
per capit a trend i n demand for c i gar ettes . Consumpti on 
shou l d continue to decli ne if , as Pxpected , private and pub-
lic agen c i es cont i nue their policy of educating the public 
on the danger s of smoking and the public res pond to these 
warnings . 
Us ing population f i gures and t ax r at es a lready 
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determined1 and substituting these figures into equations 
4. 4 and 4. 5 , revenue estimates may be determined and c om-
pareo to observed data for the time period on which the re-
g ression was conduc t ed ( see Chart 4. 5 (8)) . Since popul ati on 
i s stabl e fo r I owa , these es timate s reflect c losel y the move-
ments of per capita con sumption estimates . Consequentl y , 
devi ations between actual and estimated data do not exceed 
. 5 million dolla r s o r 2 per cent of actual data. 
Regar ding future estimates , it i s not surprising to 
observe a mar ked i nc rease in revenue of 20 per cent for 1971 
since t he tax rate incr eased f rom 1 0 to 1 3 cents (see Chart 
4. 5 (8 ) and Tab l e 4. 1) . The following year, 1972 , demon-
s trates a fu rther inc rease in revenu e of about 5 perc ent 
a fte r the short run e ffects of the decline in consumption 
caused by the tax i nc r ease work t heir way out of the demand 
fo r cigaret t es . The l ast year , 1973 , demonstrates a decline 
in revenue of nea rly 4. 8 percent which refl ects the hypoth-
es ized trend towa r d reduced smoking by indivi duals even 
though tota l number of people smoking may be rising with in-
c r eased populati on . 
These obser vati ons refer enced with the s t ati stic a l r e -
sult s determined b y the r egr ess i on anal ysis itself woul d 
1
The populati on figures used f or 1954-1969 are from 
s t a ti s tical abstrac t (33) and t ax r ates used a r e those des-
c ribed under "Tax str ucture on c i garett es 11 i n this chapter . 
Future projecti ons assume a r a te of 13 ~ents per pack. 
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Chart 4. 5 Est i mat ed revenue collec t ed per year f r om the 
taxation of c i garettes in Iowa from 1954 to 1973 with 
actual collections f o r comparison (8 ) 
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therefore imply the model to be acceptabl e as a tool for es -
timating revenue to be received by the s tate from thi s source . 
Liquor Revenue and Tax 
With the repea l of the Eighteenth Amendment to the Con-
s titution, Iowa was g iven access to a luc rative source of 
revenue from the sale of alcoholic beverages within the 
state . In s etting up control over its sale, Iowa chose a 
monopolist i c approach which delegated all selling right s 
and control sol el y to the state government under the dir ec-
tion of a liquor cont rol commission 0 
Net income from operations of the c ommi ss i on , though 
declining in relative i~portance , contribut e a s i gnificant 
percent to total r evenue for the state 0 In 1970 this amount 
averaged 6 . 2 percent of s tate revenue as compar ed to 8 per-
cent, approximately in 1954 . In absolute terms , i ncreases 
in revenue have been important going from 7 . 8 mi l lion dolla r s 
in 1954 to 23 08 million dollars in fi scal 1969- 70 (see Char t 
406 (1 8 )) . Most notably, it has increased at an acce l e r ated 
rate s ince the mid 1960's . This inc r ease has paralleled 
quite r emarkably the movement of personal income 0 
Policy structur e of s t ate liquor c ommission 
Re venue received by the state from it s control over the 
sale of liquor i s obtained by two separate methods 0 First , 
from the commi ssion' s operations as a r e t aile r of liquor 
stor es , it earns gr oss r eceipts on the sale of liquor to the 
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Chart 4. 6 Revenue c oll ected per year for the s tate f r om 
the sal e and taxation of liquor i n Iowa from 1952- 53 to 
1969- 70 (lB) 
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general public and to licensed establishments entit l ed to 
sell liquor by the drink. From each of th~se s ources the 
commiss ion receives a set price for the goods it sells . 
These prices , which are charged for each of the different 
types of liquor sold per package and not gallons consumed , 
ran~e between a markup of 50 and 70 percent of cost , depend-
ing on the particul ar item sol d 0 Second , from the licensee 
who purchases a particul a r type of liquor, the c orrunission 
r eceives an additi J nal 15 percent t ax on the retail price of 
the item sol d . 1 
From gr oss receipts, not including the 15 percent tax, 
is then deducted the necessary operating expenses of the 
corrunission which have been a relatively proportional figure 
of 6 percent of sal es over time. With this is of course de-
ducted purchasing cost of the goods sold . The re!:ainder, 
2 
net income, i s sub j ect to trans f er to the state treasury. 
No major changes i n the gener al pricing or policy procedures 
by the corrunission have occurred in the time period studi ed 
here . 3 Pas sage of legislation to allow sale of "liquor by 
1rt should be noted that a retai l sal es tax is al so im-
posed on the sal e of l iquor in Iowa. However, since Chapt er 
III concerns the retail sales tax, it will not be discussed 
separ ately a t this time. 
2
This •:isregards any mention of funds earmarked for 
s pecific state agencies or levels of government. 
3change di d occur in the administrative structure of 
the corrunission as of Januar y 1, 19720 
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the drink" in 1963 gave control of this aspect of the sal e 
of liquor to the c ommission a l so . 
Devel opment of a revenue model for l iquor sales and taxes 
Liquor is a luxury item and it is assumed that the con-
sumption of it i s dependent on the l eve l of income in the 
state . For exampl e, as incomes rise, peJple bec ome more 
soci ally oriented and have occas ion to s pen d more of their 
income on thi s type of item. 
It is assumed that for small changes in price, the 
elasticity of demand for liquor is c lose to zero .
1 
Further, 
' it is assumed that for small price changes which oc cur over 
time the proportion of total sal es to income will not be 
signific antly effected by these c hanges . The net income fi g-
ure from the operation of the liquor commission in Iowa i s 
dependent on the c ost of opera tion as well as the level of 
sales . If it i s as s umed tha t the cost of operation s will 
continue to be a con s tant percent of sal es, it i s then pos -
s ible to set up a model s tating n e t income f rom operations of 
the commission to b e a fun c tion of total sales . Thi s 
11 have been unable to find specific detailed s tudies 
on the impac t of income a nd prices on the demand for liquor. 
The best that i s available to me g enerally points out that 
the liquor indus try itself believes that income and the 
s ocial mood tend to dominate the demand for its products . 
Price competition i s usually c l osely c ontrolled and price 
re s ponses are in gener a l con s idered t o be quite inelastic . 
I refer this reader to referenc e (27 ). 
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assumption is a reasonable one sinc e it h as already been 
noted that costs have run a t a fairly constant r ate of 6 
perc ent of sal es . 
Since t he s tate r eceives revenue from the taxation of 
s ales of l iquor t o licensed est ablishments , this mus t be ac-
counted for in the final revenue estimate. This can be done 
by fir s t estimating the proporti on of sal es to licensed es-
tablis hment s and then a pplying to this f i gure the appropri-
at e tax r ate to determine t~x revenue . 
where 
The estimating model for thi s procedur e is of the form : 
TR = NI + dSL (4 . 8) 
SL = es (4 .9) 
NI = a+ Sc (4 . 10) 
<"" 
,,) = a+ Ye (4 . 11) 
s = sal es o f l iquor in the state 
NI = net inc ome 
SL = sales to licensed est ablis hment s 
TR = t ot a l r evenue to s t ate 
Y = pers onal income 
a = int e r cept c oeffici ent r espectivel y 
c = measures pe r centage change of res pective 
vari abl es 
d = t ax r ate of sal es to l icensed es t ablis h:·:ents 
e = proportion of sal es of licensed establ i s hments 
to tot a l sal es 
Whether thi s model i s f easibl e depends f irst of a ll on 
BG 
the pricing policies of the c ommi ssion, and secondly on con-
sumer s r esponse to this policy. For example , a change in 
the commission' s policy for pricing its goods coul d n 1>tice-
ab l y effect profit s either by changi ng dolla r volume of goods 
s old holding quantity cons tant or by ch anging the demand for 
the goods themse l ves , or some c ombina tion of these two pos -
sibilities . Upon s peakin8 with the offi ce of the c omp7 r oller 
of the commissi on , it was determined t hat pri cin~ of the 
items i s set by t he c ommission and vari es onl y insofar as 
changes in the purchase pri c e to the commi ssion its elf occur. 
Therefore, no errat i c or viol ent price changes s hould occur 
over time which would cause s i gnificant underes timation of 
tota l sal es . Al s o, the assumption of price inelas tic ity of 
demand for liquor i mplie s that for those price increases 
which do occur, the demand for liquor will not be r educed by 
any dras tic amount which would make the model inoper ab l e . 
Thus , t he model bes t sui ted for the purpose of esti-
mating r evenue f rom this s our ce i s one whe r e sal es a r e a 
funct i on of i :1come , wher e oper ating expenses a r e considered 
a r e l at ively constant pr oportion of sal es , wher e prices are 
s t able , a nd where the demand for i iquor is assumed to be 
price ine l astic . 
The equations then es timated for sal es and net income 
a r e as follows : 
Log S = -1. 2969* + . 7851* Log Y 
( . 1151) ( . 0304) 
(4 . 12 ) 
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Log NI * * = -1. 099 + 1. 295 Log S (4 .13) 
( . 0897 ) ( . 0533) 
where the variables have been defined in equations 4. 6 and 
4 . 7 above . 
The R2 term for equation 4. 12 was . 987 and that for 
equation 4. 13 was . 976 . The coeffi cients for both equations 
were statisti cally s i gnificant at the 5 percent level . The 
coefficients indicat ed that for each 1 percent inc r ease i n 
income , sales increased by nearly .8 of one percent and for 
each 1 percent increase in sales , net income r ose by 1 . 2 per -
cent . The;)e resul ts are in agreement with earlier observa-
t ions concerning the growth of revenue from this source as 
compared to t he gr owth of pers onal income in the state . 
This suggests that the basic hypothesis and assumptions set 
forth in the above di scussi on rela ting to the nature of t he 
demand for liquor and cost incurred in the operation of the 
commission are acceptable. 
To compl ete the model one must add t o the results of 
equation 4. 13 a 15 percent t ax coll ected on sal es to licensed 
establishment s . It i s , therefore, necessary that the pro-
portion of sal es t o this group be determined. Becau se 
" liquor by the drink'' has been i n effec t in Iowa only since 
1963 , exact estimates on the percent of sal es to l icensees 
is r ather difficult to derive . When first introduced t he 
proportion of sal es to this group was only 23 . 68 percent . 
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Since then , of cour se , it has steadily increased until , in 
fiscal 1970 , the figure had risen to 30. 15 percent of total 
sales . However , i n the past three years this per~entage 
has increased at a substantially reduc ed rate . In fact, the 
r ate h as risen by l ess than 1. 5 percent over this three-year 
period. The percentage f i gure which will be used for pur-
poses of projecting the proporti on of fu t ure sales t o l i -
censees is 31 percent , reflecting the tendency for it to 
remain ar ound this level in recent years . The final s t age 
of the model outlined i n equation 4. 9 and 4. 10 will take 
the fol l owing form : 
TR= NI+ ( . 15 ) (SL) 
SL = . 3l( S ) 
(4 . 14) 
(4 . 15) 
where the vari abl es are as defined for equati on 4 . 8 through 
4. 11 above . 
Applying the 31 percent figure to the total estimated 
sal es gives the amount of sal es made to licensees . To this 
i s applied the 15 percent tax rate to determine the addition-
al revenues to be recei ved by the s t ate . 
Implementing the model for years 1954- 1955 thr ough 
1969- 1970 (adding actual tax figures to estimated net profit 
for years 1963- 1970 ) the estimated data fall c l ose to ob-
served l eve l s of r evenue (see Chart 4. 7 (1q )) . This pattern 
displayed i s entir e l y consistent with the movements in in-
come over time and show no deviations over . 6 million dollars 
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Char t 4. 7 Estimated r evenue coll ected per year from the 
sal e and taxation of liquor in Iowa from 1953- 54 to 1973-
74 wit h actual revenue for compar i son ( lS ) 
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or 3 per cent of actual r evenue . Because continued updati ng 
of the model i s required , any effects to the estimate brought 
on by price changes which occur over time should a lways be 
mini mal. 
To deri ve esti mates of expected future revenue from the 
sale of l iquor in Iowa , it is necessary to assume the value 
1 of the income variable as given. Expected future revenue 
as det ermi ned by equati ons 4.12 through 4 . 15 are consistent 
with past trends (see Chart 4. 7 (18 ) and Table 4 . 2 ) . 
Table 4.2 Estimated revenue from the s1 l ~s 1ni t1x1tion of 
liquor in Iova for fiscal years 1970-71 t~ 1973-74 based on 
estimated personal income assumed by extr1polation ~f p1st 
grovth trends fro• 1948 to 1969. (millio11s ~f iollars) 
Fiscal Personal Net Tax Liqu~r Total 
Year Income Prof it Receipts Sales Revenue 
-----------------------------------------·---------------
1970-71 9986 19.4 3.23 6 9. 6 22.6 
1971-72 10450 20. 3 3.35 12. 1 2 3. 6 
1972-73 10950 2 1.3 3.48 74.3 24. 9 
1973-74 11500 22.4 3.62 77. 3 26.0 
------------------------------------~------------------------
Esti mates for 1970- 1971 fell s lightly from the 1969- 1970 
l evel. This occurred first be~ause income for this year 
1A discussion of the assumed income variable and it s 
derivation is cons idered in Chapter V. 
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remains about the same as it had fo r the previous year and 
s ec ond, becau~e onl y at this point are estimates rather than 
the actual t ax r eceipts added to esti mates of net i ncome to 
compute e s timat ed total r evenue . Because the t ax figure for 
1970- 1971 was below the actual fi gure fo r 1969- 1970 , total 
estimated r evenue shows a decline . 
Finally, estimat es of t otal revenue for year 1971- 1972 
t hrough 1973-1974 increased at a steady r ate of nearly 4 . 5 
per c ent per year . This r eflects s imilar increases of per-
sonal income 0f ,5 per cent and of net profits and tax recei pt s 
for the commiss i on of 4 . 5 and 4 percent, r espectively. 
These r esul ts would impl y tha t the model as desc ribed 
her e i s val i d f or purposes of estimati ng future revenues to 
the state from t hi s sour ce . Such esti mates may t~~en be 
added to tota l estimat ed r evenue figures for the s t ate u pon 
which state r evenue and expenditure policy decis i ons can be 
made . 
Taxation of Beer 
Unlike liquor , the sal e of beer i s not directl y admi ni-
s tered by the state . Nevertheles s , with the repeal of pro-
hibition the sale of beer was i mmedi a tely t axed . For 1969 
the revenues from the tax on beer contributed 1 . 2 per cent 
of the total reven ue t o the s t a t e which is a dr op f r om the 
' 
1946 l evel of 3 per cent . Though the t axation on beer 
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contributes a r e l ati ve l y small amount to total revenues for 
the state , it i s cons i dered in this study b ecause of its 
r e l ations hip to income ; and a l so becaus e t he tax r ate may 
be r eadily a lte r ed to yi e l d predictable additional revenue~ 
to the s t a t e a s may be needed. For exampl e , the inc r ease 
in the tax r ate on beer from 8 cents to 12 cents in 1967 
inc r eased revenues f r om this source by nearly 55 percent 
between 1966 and 1968 ( see Chart 4.8 (31)) . In years wh ere 
no tax rate increase occurs , revenues increase at a r ate of 
about 2 percent, reflecting a s imilar r ate of growth in 
c onsumption . Fr om 1954 to 1969 consumption of beer in Iowa 
incr eased by 8 . 4 million gallons, from 38 . 2 million gallons 
in 1954 to 46. 6 million in 1969 . Though not as easy poliLi-
c ally to inc r ease t he tax r ate on beer as it i s that on cig-
a r ett es , it i s nevertheless a sumptuary tax which can be 
changed with c ons iderab:y l ess difficulty than can be those 
of sal es or i nc ome taxes . As a r esult, c ons ide r ation and 
construction of a model to es timate revenues from the tax-
ation of beer is indeed useful when considering type s of r ev-
enue sour ces available to the s t ate . 
Structur e of the Iowa beer t ax 
Taxation of bee r i s a unit-per - physical- vol ume tax. 
The onl y changes in the beer tax structur e have been changes 
in the r a t e per gallon of beer s old . The t ax was incr eased 
from 4 cents a gallon to 8 cents in 1947 . It was increased 
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Chart 4. 8 Revenue collected per year for the state from the 
taxation of beer consumed in Iowa for years 1953 to 1970 (31) 
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to 12 cents a gallon in 1967. Finally, in March , 1971, the 
tax was incr eased to 15 cents per gallon consumed. 
Development of a revenue model 
Revenue received by the s t ate from the consumption of 
beer is derived by a s ingle per unit tax on consumption. It 
is apparent that to estimate the amount of revenue going t o 
t he state, it i s necessary first to determine the amount of 
beer consumed and second, to apply the appropriate tax rate 
to this consumption figure. 
As with the demand for liquor, the demand for beer is 
assumed to be price i nelastic. Past data of beer consump-
t i on patterns in Iowa indicate that beer is a non-necessity 
and that the level of consumption i s determined by income 
in the state . Note, however , that though the secular trend 
of per capita consumption of beer and personal inc ome move 
i n a similar increasing manner, cycli cal movements around 
each of the r espective trend lines often move in an opposite 
direction to one another (see Chart 4. 9 (31)) . That is, 
for sharp increas es in income , beer consumption may fall 
or conversely for decreases of income, consumption of beer 
may rise. Therefore, the demand for beer displays a be-
havior pattern whi ch is s imilar to what i s expec ted of an 
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Chart 4. 9 Actual per capita beer consumption and per capi ta 
inc ome per year for Iowa from 1955 to 1970 (31 ) (34) 
l inferior good . 
A model whi r; h i s expec ted to estimat e beer r;onGumption 
for the s tat e must , t herefore , account for this pecularity 
in the demand for beer . This c an be accompli shed by i ncor-
porating into the estimating model a change of income vari -
able as well as a l evel of income variab l e . The specific 
purpose of the change of income vari able would be to antici-
pate the di rection consumption of beer would mo\re fo r any 
noticeabl e increases or decreases of income . 
In an effort to e l iminate the difficulty of separating 
popul ation influences effecting t otal consumption as opposed 
to the influence income has in determining the l evel of con-
sumption, per capit a consumption data i s useti . Once per 
capita consumption i s estimated , population figures may be 
empl oyed to deter mi ne total c onsumption. To total consump-
tion may be a ppl ied the appropriate tax r ate to deter mine 
estimated r evenue to the s t at e. 
The model for determining beer tax revenue would then 
1rn an a r ticle by Stephen Greyser (12) it was noted that 
r esear chers have f ound that an inc r ease of income does , i n 
fact , l ead to a decline in cons umption of beer in a local -
ity , while dec reases of income may l ead to an increase . 
be : 
where 
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H -- r( ~l 'J ',('. ) 
TBC :.=. w; x ( popul ution ) 
BC = a + bY + c (6 Y) 
BC = per capita beer consumed 
TBC = total beer consumed 
Y = l evel of per capita personal income 
( ,, • l( I) 
( ~ . l '() 
( 4 . 18 ) 
6Y = change in or first difference of per capita 
per sonal income 
R = revenue 
r = tax r at e 
a , b, c = determined pa r amet er s 
To be mor e certain that the form of equation 4. 18 i s of use, 
resul t s of the r egress i on anal ys i s used to determine the e-
quation were compared t o those obtained from conducti ng a 
regression analysis for a simil ar equation leaving out the 
change in i ncome variabl e . For t he anal ysis using onl y an 
income variabl e , the R2 term was . 88 and the coeffi c ients 
for the model were s i gni ficant at the 5 percent level. For 
equation 4. 18 using both the income and change of income 
variables, the R2 coefficient was . 911. The coeffi cient for 
the income variable was significant at the 5 percent l evel 
and that for the change of income variabl e was s i gnificant 
at the 10 per cent l evel . Note below in equation 4. 19 that 
the coefficient t akes on a negative s i gn whi ch agrees wi th 
the contention that beer i s , in f act, an i nferior good . 
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Thus , a ll indj r.u.tionLl arc thn.t a model of U-11 ~ type~ dc~~cri1>nd 
in 4.18 ab :>ve i ~, a valid representation of consumption of 
beer in Iowa. 
The equation for thi s model is given as : 
** BC = 11. 3738* + . 0016712*y - . 0017109 AY 
( . 3462 ) (.00017328) (.000966) 
The R
2 
term i s . 919. 
The model indicated t hat for each one dollar of per 
capita income . 0016 gallons of beer would be con sumed . And 
that for each one dollar change i n personal income, there 
would be a . 0017 gallon change in consumpt i on of beer in the 
opposite direction. The income variabl e is the dominant 
variable and accounts for over 88 percent of the variability. 
However, its first difference is s ignificant at t~·le 10 per-
cent level and it i s believed that i t should be inc luded in 
the model. 
Comparing esti mates of per capita consumption derived 
from equation 4. 19 to ac tual data for the same period sug-
ges t s that the equat ion does a pproximate reas onably well the 
observed data ( see Chart 4 . 10 (31)) . Deviations of esti mated 
and actual dat a do not exceed . 6 of one Gallon or a l terna-
tive l y , they do not exceed 9 percent of the actual consump-
tion data. Both actual and estimated figures rise at a 
rapid pace from 1964 to 1970, reflecti ng the sharp increase 
in the r a t e of g rowth of i ncome for this period. The cy-
clic al pattern of beer consumpti~n has been dampened in the 
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Chart 4. 10 Es timated per capita consumption of beer in Iowa 
from 1954 to 1973 with actual c onsumption for comparison (31) 
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anal ysis . This f act explains why the deviation0 were as 
l arge u::; 9 percento However, the model still r cfleC"ts in 
part the cyclical variations in trend displayed by the data. 
For exampl e , the decline of income of 4 percent in 1955 is 
displayed in the estimate by a rise in consumpti )n of about 
. 2 gallons 0 The sharp rise of income of 13 percent in 1965 
is reflected in the estimate , t~ough not significantl y , by a 
slow down in the r ate of growth of consumption from about 1 
percent to about . 8 percent . For future estimates , this fac -
tor may be of important use for estimating consumpt i on if 
fluctuation of inco:n.e is anticipated to be significant . 
Using population figures and the tax r ates already de-
termined1 and substituting this figure into equations 4. 16 
and 4. 17 revenue for the state is determined (see Chart 4. 11 
(31)). The deviations between observed and estimated data 
are no more than 200,000 dollars or 3 percent of actual fig-
ures . 
By assuming that the val ue of the income variable is al-
ready determined, 2 expected future levels of consumption and 
r evenue can be est imated (see Table 4. 3) and Chart 4. 11 (31)) . 
Both consumption and revenue increased slowly for 1970 where 
1
The population figures used for 1954-1969 are from 
statistical abstract (33) and tax rates ar e those described 
under "Tax structure of the Iowa beer tax" in this chapter . 
Future projec tions assume a r ate of 15 r::e!i.ts pe r gallon. 
2 
Chapter V discusses the income variabl e . 
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Chart 4 . 11 Estimated revenue col l ected per year by the 
State of Iowa from the taxat ion of beer consumed in Iowa 
wi .th actual colle ctions for comparison ( 31) 
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Table 4.3 Estim~ted beer tax revenue f~c Iowa for 1970-1973 
based on estimate d personal income assum~i hy extrapolation 
of past qrowth trend s fro~ 1948 t~ 1969 . 
~----------------------- -- ---------------------------------
Year 
Personal 
Income 
(000,000) 
P~r Capiti 
Revenue Population a ::: )n S ll med 
(000) (000) (uni ts) 
l'ot::tl 
Consume~ 
(0 00,0 00 ) 
------------------------------------------------ ------------
1970 9986 5.85 2825 17. 2 6 4 8768 
1971 10450 6.90 2847 17.32 49329 
1972 1oqc;o 7.57 2869 17. 5 9 5 0 475 
1973 11500 7.75 289 1 17. 88 5 16 93 
----------- ------------ -- -------------~---------------------
a 
S o u re e : ( 3 3 ) 
i ncome was assumed to have r emai ned at nearly the 1969 l evel 
of i nc ome . Revenu e then inc r eased by nearl y 20 per cent i n 
1971 r efl ect i ng the inc r ease in the tax r ate r ather t h an any 
s i gn i fi cant change in consumption or the l evel of populati on . 
Finally , aft e r 1971 the rate of gr owth in rever.ue f r om this 
sour ce l evel ed off i nc r eas i ng at a rate somewhat ove r 2 per-
cent . This r ate is cons i stent wi th a rate of g rowth in per 
capit a consumpti on of just over 1 percent and an average in-
c r ease in popul a t ion of near l y 1 per cent . 
These res ult s of compar ing estimates and observed data 
of consumption and revenue for bee r l end fu r ther support to 
the hypothesis that per sonal income and changes in personal 
i ncome det ermine the l evel of consumpti on of beer i n Iowa and 
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thus the amount of tax revenu e derived f rom beer in the 
s t a te . Therefore , the model described in this section may 
be used to anticipate futur e l evel s of r evenu e going to the 
s tate from the taxation of beer . 
lo4 
CHAPTER V. PERSONAL INCOME 
In the preceding sections of this study , income was 
found to be a highly significant explanatory variable of 
past trends and varations in state revenue. As a c onsequence, 
the accuracy of future revenue estimates are, in fact, con-
tingent on the reliability of the income variable itself. 
One might attempt to avoid this dependency and source of 
uncertainty by utilizing instead a pr ocedure which simply 
calls for extrapolati on of past revenue trends on into the 
future . However, this does not work since changes may occur 
in the applicable tax base, tax rate or income which may 
directly and substantially affect revenues . It i s mor e 
useful f or estimating purposes to recognize that state 
revenue is dependent on the relationship of state income to 
its tax structure. 
Though it has been hypothesized that an estimating pro-
cedure recognizing income as the primary determinant of reve-
nue in Iowa is t he best procedure available, such an approach 
for revenue estimation brings forth further difficulties in 
terms of obtaining reliable estimates of state income. The 
fac t is that a t present no error-free procedure for estimat-
ing income at any level exists. Uncertainty concerning the 
value of the determinants of income is one primary cause of 
this difficulty. No one knows what investment or consumption 
levels will be in the future. Even when the government 
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conducts poli c i es to s timulate or constrain economic growth, 
there i s no way to be certain the economy will r espond as the 
planners wish . Therefore, in determining an estimate of in-
come , the best that can be done i s to attempt to define major 
determinants of per sonal in come and establish an estimating 
model from this infor mation; or more s i mply, to extrapolate 
l evel s of personal income from past dat a as the best indica-
tion of what future levels of income will beo 
I owa Peraonal Income in Per s pective 
Personal income is current in come of persons or house-
holds from all sources . It includes both receipt s for pro- · 
ductive services provided by persons living in Iowa and re-
ceipts such as transfer payments made to Iowans for which no 
productive servi ces we r e pr ovi ded by the r ecipient . 
Pe r sonal in r omc in I owa has i ncreased bv more than 6 
billion dolla r s s ince 1950. From 1950 through 1959 state 
personal income increased a t an average annural r ate of 2. 6 
percent . More notable, however, is the fact that from 1960 
through 1969 this average r ate climbed to over 5 percent , in-
creas ing to as much as 13 percent in 1964 (see Table 1. 2 (35)) . 
Also, variation a round the l inear 20 year trend of s t ate 
oe r son al income has been as high as 18. 9 percent and as l ow 
as - 7. 4 percent, displaying an ordered cyclical movement over 
time ( see Chart 5. 1 (35 )) . 
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Chart 5. 1 Percent deviation of personal income from twenty-
year trend for the United States and Iowa for years 1948 to 
1970 ( 35) 
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Growth a nd variat i on of total pers onal income for I owa 
has in the past been the result or summati on of e~onomic 
circumstanc es and pros~ects in the several s our c es of inc ome 
within the state . 
Manufac turing 
A major source of g r owth in personal income i n Iowa has 
been the development of manufacturing and other h eavy indus-
try within its borders . Inc r eases in empl oyment and wages 
indicate that Iowa i s only beginning to f ulfill it s potential 
as a location for industry. Diversification of manufacturing 
away from agriculture and agricul tural related industries i s 
inc reas ing . Reports have indic at ed (25) that industries i n 
the machiner y , f ood pr oducts, printing and publishing , chemi-
cal s , f abrication met a l s , and transportation equipment are 
beginning to l oc ate in the state . In 1965 extension of 
branch pl ants representing food pr oducts and fabricated met-
a l s plants l ocated in Waterloo ; e l ectrical machine r y and fab -
ricated metal s in Burlingt on; non- e l ectrical machinery, food , 
printing and publishing and transportation in Des Moines ; non-
e l ectrical machinery in Dubuque ; chemi ca l s in Fort Madison ; 
and printing and publishing in Mason City ( 25) . 
A notable part of this expans ion has occurred in t he 
smaller communi t ies rather than the metropolitan a r eas of 
the state . Of the 14 new major indus tries to locate in Iowa 
in 1965 , 13 were dispersed throughout I owa i n the smaller 
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communities . Of the 52 expansions which oc curred , only half 
we r e l ocated in metropolitan areas like Des Moines . Of the 
51 new b r anch plant s onl y five l ocated in major metropolitan 
cities in the state ( 25 ) . 
The causes of thi s phenomenon are not certa i n , but its 
impl i cations are s i gnificant for the growth of indus try and 
income in Iowa. One explanation for this trend whi ch is be-
coming i ncreasingl y prevalent is that in general throughout 
the Uni ted States , there is occur ring a decentralization of 
industry away from c r owded urban centers into the more man-
ageabl e rur a l a r eas of states . With increasing frequency , it 
seems metropolitan areas off er more difficulti es than benefit 
of central l ocation . Problems of c rime , polluti on , incessant 
s tr ikes , trans portation traumas and high operating cos t s seem 
increasingl y evident t o the metropolitan center . Studies 
show t hat t u r nover r ates fo r pe r sonnel a r e four t i mes as gr eat 
in cities a s they a r e i n s mal l er communit i es . It was esti-
mat ed t hat men wor ki ng in a small town have a 17 percent 
better chance of sur viving from age 65 to 85 . Cost of livi ng 
fo r a middl e i ncome indivi dual i s as mu ch as 50 per cent high-
er i n New Yor k Ci ty as i n the Sou t h or Southwest a r eas of the 
Uni t ed Stat es ( 10) . 
The s e obse r vations have a v er y definite i mplicati on for 
Iowa . Iowa i s r u r a l by tradition yet it contains or i s r e l a-
t ively nea r marke t s f or skilled l abor i nputs whi ch can meet 
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the technical and l abo r needs of various industria l conce r ns . 
It provides centra l l ocation t o luc r ative markets in Chi cago , 
St . Louis , Kans as City , Omaha , and Minneapolis . Iowa offers 
excellent trans portati on facilities . It is bounded on two 
bor der s by wat e r routes for l ow cost transportation . It has 
an adequate r ailroad system and two primar y interstate h i ghway 
s ystems l eading to maj or mar ket a r eas . 
Some indication of what effect the increas ed gr owth in 
Iowa ' s s hare of t otal manufacturing might have on the s tate ' s 
e c onomy may be previewed by examining pas t t r ends . For exam-
pl e , the rate of g r owth of wages and s ala rie s in Iowa have 
fluctua t ed from 5 . 5 percent in the early 60 1 s t o a r at e as 
high as 9 . 2 0ercent in the middle and lat e r 6o • s ( see Ch ar t 
5 . 2A ( 35 ) . Wages and s·J,l a ries fr om the manufact uring compo-
nent of pe r sonal income have i ncreased f rom 14 . 03 per cent t o 
17 . 76 percent of tota l pers onal income f o r the state between 
1954 and 1969 ( see Tabl e 5 . 1 (35)) . Depending fi r s t on the 
general economi c circums t ances fo r the nation it is r eason-
abl e to expect t ha t movements in wages and s a l aries f r om 
manufacturing over the next decade will c ontinue to become a 
more s i gnifi cant fi gure f or the s tate ' s l evel of pe r sonal 
income . 
On c onsidering the possibil i t y of a ri s ing l evel of wages 
and sal ari es in the s tate, note that the total l evel of wages 
and sal aries i s determi ned not on l y by wage and sal a ry r a t es 
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Table 5. 1 Far• income and manufacturing in=om~ il l3 wa ~nd 
the p~rcentage share of total income for a~ch from 1954 to 
1970. (•ill ions of dollars) 
Year 
Farm 
Income 
Share 
Of Total 
Manufacturing Share 
Inc~me of rotal 
1954----~-~-,,74---~-----25:9-----------635----------14:03 
1955 686 15.7 7 00 16.29 
1956 714 15.5 750 15.37 
1957 1076 21.1 776 15.29 
1958 10 3 9 1 9. 9 7 8 9 , 5. 16 
1959 795 14.9 912 17. 2:> 
1960 743 13.5 915 16.65 
1961 866 15.0 919 16.0) 
196 2 909 15.1 q62 16. 02 
1963 937 14. 7 1029 16. 19 
1964 A25 12.4 1143 17.19 
1965 1173 15.5 1233 16.2 ~ 
1966 1330 15.9 1409 16.92 
1967 1020 11.9 1507 17.68 
1968 1024 11.2 1630 17.86 
1969 1270 1 2. 8 1753 17.76 
1970 1200 11.5 1807 17. 33 
~---~-~---------------------------------------------------
a 
Source: (34), (35) 
but also by the numbe r of persons receiving a wage or salary. 
Thus , if wage rates a r e rising at 5 percent per year , total 
wages may be ri s ing by 6 percent refl ecting a net increase of 
1 percent in the number of pers)ns employed or r edeployed in-
to higher p~ying jobs . For Iowa, related t o its increasing 
growth in manufac turing will be the i ncrease of personal in-
come determined by higher wages and salaries and an increase 
in the number of people employed in the manufacturing indus-
t r y . The exac t rate will depend on how wel l Iowa does in fact 
develop its potential for manufacturing in the next decade . 
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Agriculture 
There r emains for Iowa a rea l concern for the influence 
of farm income on the total personal income figure for the 
state 0 On balance even during the 60 1 s when the Iowa economy 
was considered to be expanding, with incomes rising by r ela-
tively significant amounts , farm income gr ew s l owly or was 
con s t ant (see Chart 5. 2A (35)) . Farm i ncome as a percentage 
of total personal i ncome in Iowa has a l so been declining in 
importance f a lling from a high of 25 . 5 percent of personal 
income in 1954 to a l ow o f 11 . 5 percent i n 1970 ( see Table 
5. 1 (35))0 
Movement s in farm income do have an influence on per-
sona l income, but it is no longer itself sufficient to cause 
direct corresponding movement in pe r sonal i ncome of a pro-
portional magnitude . For example , the fall in farm income of 
42 percent f r om 1154 mi llion dollars in 1954 to 635 million 
dollars in 1955 , correspond ed to a drop in s t a te personal 
i ncome of 6 per cent f r om 4575 mill ion dol l ars to 4307 million 
dolla r s f o r the same peri od . However , the fall in farm i n -
come of 25 percent from 1313 million dollars in 1966 to 1083 
million dol l ars in 1967 corr esponded to an increase in state 
per sonal income of 2 percent, from 8327 million dolla r s to 
8523 million dollars (see Chart 5 . 2A (35)) . The point to be 
made is that in the l atter instance even with a significant 
dec line in farm in c ome for the s tate, personal income 
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increased. This does not mean to imply that agricul -':ur e i s 
of minor importance in the determination of income in the 
s tate . Even though income increased in 1967 while farm in-
c ome dec lined , it did s o by a much smaller amount than might 
have been expec t ed . The increase in personal income for the 
previous year 1966 and the following year 1968 both revealed 
substanti a l increases of 8 and 6 per cent r espectivel y , cor-
r es ponding to the fact that farm income a l so i ncreased during 
these year s by 9 and 3 percent , r espectivel y . 
As with manufacturin e , total farm income i s deter mined 
by the number of far ms being oper ated as well as the inc ome 
produced by each farm. During the period 1960- 1969 the num-
ber of f a rming units declined 24 percent. Th i s r epresents 
4,200 less farms each year . Also during thi s period the size 
of farms , in acr esj inc reased 29 percent . These s tructura l 
c hanges are r eflected in the fact that both income and ex-
penses have more than doubled for the farmer . Net farm in-
come i n Iowa aver aged 8~31 doll a r s per farm in 1969 , an in-
c rease of 115 pe r cent above 1960 (15 ) . Proj ec tions are tha t 
the number of farms in Iowa will c ontinue to decline rapidly 
over the next decade, while indi v i dual farm i ncome will i n-
c rease . However ~ this de c l ine in number should eas ily out-
pace any rise i n income , making farm inc ome inc reasingly l ess 
i wportant as a direct determinant of personal income for t he 
state . 
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Tertiary _activities 
The growth of income from other sources resembles c l ose-
ly that of the manufacturing component s ( s ee Chart 5 o2A.( 35), 
5 . 2B ( 35)) . This is not surprising if one considers that re-
tail trade, wholes al e trade, and selective servi ces , for ex-
ample , gener ally develop as a result of industrial expansion 
in any economicall y defined area. This i s supported in Iowa 
by the fact that, like manufacturing , much of the new retail 
and wholesale trade establishments, for instance, were s itu-
ated in non-metropolitan areas . In 1963, of the new r etail 
trade establishments set up throughout Iowa, less than 42 per-
cent were in metropolitan areas ( 25) . If this is any indi-
cation of future trends, it may be assumed that income from 
trade and selective services will indeed expand at r ates de-
pendent on and comparable to wages and salaries from manu-
facturing. 
One exception to this i s income from non- far m proprietor-
ships . Past data demonstrates that this source of income has 
grown at rates often below that of total personal income . The 
fact is that much of the income f r om this s ource is dependent 
on the sale of farm-related items . For example, sal es of 
farm implements and fertiliz er are very definitely tied to 
previous levels of income to farms . As income from the farm 
secti on may fluctuate , so also may non- l'arm propr ietorn • in 
comes . However, like farm income, the effect of thes e 
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r1uctuatio1u~ i ~, not of a ::ufficient magnitud 1 ~ to r ·: Lu ::C! a 
cor r e s ponding downturn i n the economy of the s tate . 
Iowa Projections and National Income 
In d i scussing proje ctions of income for Iowa , it is 
useful and important to real ize that state movements in i n-
come are tied to national ec onomic circusmtanc es . 
In the United States, with its basic free market struc-
ture and mobility of factors of production, there should be a 
t endency fo r personal i ncome to equal ize between s tates and 
r egions and to a s sume similar patterns of gr owth over time . 
If , for exampl e , high prices exist for goods i n one regi on as 
opposed to another , goods from the region in which prices are 
l owe r shoul d tend to f l ow to the area in which prices are 
higher , pl acing downward pressure on prices in the latter 
a r ea and upward pressure on pri ce s for the former area. Thi s 
will consequentl y have an equali zi ng effect on price l evel s 
i n gener a l . Theoretically , the onl y differentia l between the 
return to the selling par t i es woul d be the cost of shipping 
the goods f r om one mar ket to another . 
Similarly , ther e should be a tendency t oward equaliza-
tion of wages and i nter est rates due to the mobility of these 
fac t o r inputs . For exampl e , if demand for factors in Iowa 
incr eased to where i t wa .3 gr eater than supply, the wages and 
income, whi ch might have been bel ow the rest of the nation , 
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must inc r ease i n or der to r etain what labor it has and fur-
the r it must r ise to <iraw l abo r i nput from 0U10 r m<.J.rkets to 
meet i t ~; i n(' rcu:;ln1~ demand . 
The r e a r e , of cour se , numerous obstac l es that pr event 
compl ete equalizat ion of prices and wages and i nc ome thr ough-
out t he United St ates . Cost of transfer , degr ee of special-
i zation , capital mobi lity i n real ter ms , educati on , and a 
host of ot her consi der ations may make impossibl e a suffi c ient 
t r ansfer of factors and goods to insure price and income 
equal ization . However, in gener al, condi tions a r e such in 
the United States that they allow fo r the necessary mobi l ity 
to establ ish a co nsider abl e degr ee of pric e and income equal-
ization among s t a t e s and regions . I ow a has , i t seems , fol ·· 
l owed a pattern over t he l ast twenty years which is in l ine 
with this theor eti cal base . Through the 50 1 s and ear ly 60 1 s 
pe r capi t a i ncome f or Iowa rose at the rather s l ow but con-
sist ent ave r age r ate of 2 . 7 percent , while a t the same time 
the level of per capita i nc ome was consistent l y bel ow the 
nat i onal average (see Chart 5. 3 (35 )) . However , after 1963 
as a change in the economic structur e of Iowa become increas-
i ngl y a ppar ent, pe r capita income rose shar pl y to an average 
rat e of g r owt h of 6 . 2 per cent , appr oaching the nat i onal l evel 
of per capi ta i ncome and even exceedi ng i t in 1964 . 
Also , compar ing variations of per sonal income in Iowa 
wi th those of the Uni ted States , it can be obse r ved that Iowa 
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displ ays a patter n of movement in income over time which i.J 
quite 3imila r to that of the United States (~ee Chart 'J . l 
(35)) . Movements of income for the nation ranGed between 
+7 . 8 percent and - 5. 95 percent as compared to I owa where it 
ranged between +lR . 9 percent and - 7. 4 per cent . Though the 
cyclic al movement s a r e s i mi l ar , there are diffe r ences in de-
gree of variation . These diffe r ences can be explained i n 
part by the relative importance of agriculture in I owa as 
compared to the res t of the nati on . The agricul tur e sector 
does on occas i on accent declines or increases in income f or 
the state and al so on occas i on s tifl es increas es in i ncome . 
The major i mpl i cation i s that the Iowa economy does 
as sume a s imilarity in movement t o the nationa l economy ove r 
t ime . Since income does f l uctuate in a cyclical patte r n s i m-
ilar to national movements , state projections for income may 
be based on mo re detailed projections concer ni ng national in-
come provided by federal agencies . 
A furth e r note i s that today soc i a l pressures demand 
that government pur sue polic ies which will maintain a f ull 
employment r ate of growth in the economy . By admini str at i on 
of the c orrec t policy , the gove rnment may Doth mi nimi ze un-
wanted f luctuations in t he economy and insure a desired 
secul a r t1·:=nd of growt h . For I:>wa an immediate effect of 
such a policy should be to a l so guide it into a consistentl y 
s table and desired gr owth r ate . If the federal governement 
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continues to assume the r ol e of economi c s uper vi sor , even i n 
a l imited sense , this wi ll impl y t ha t the United Stat es econ-
omy and the economy of I owa as well might i tsel f a8sume an 
ever more predi ct able path of income l evel s . The actual r ate 
the path will t ake i s uncert ain s i nce numer ous fac t ors will 
int erpl ay t o determi ne what the actua l l evel will be . Even 
s o, government efforts f or s t abl i zing t he economy shoul d play 
a s i gni fi cant part i n s eeing that a s t a t e d gr owth r ate is at 
leas t ap~roached. 
Al ternative Methods t o Es t i mating I ncome for Iowa 
It r emai ns t o de t e r mine what value t he i ncome var iabl e 
mi ght assume fo r any g i ven futur e year . What ever method for 
de t ermining i ncome that mi ght be chosen , t he pr esent stat e of 
knowledge makes i nevitabl e the f ac t t hat such fo r ecasts will 
be s ub j ect to some e rror . Data used i n determi ning the i n-
come variab l e a r e oft en inaccurat e o For exampl e , stocks of 
capit a l and t h e degr ee of confidence i n the economy cannot 
a t present be pr eci sel y measur ed. Befor e any model i s chosen , 
t h er e f or e , whether linked direc t l y t o nati onal income or not , 
t h e a l t e r natives available fo r se l ecting the appr opria t e esti -
mat es of income s hould b e discussed. 
Averaging or ex t r a pol a ting income 
Two methods often used for for ecasting ar e to ::i.verage 
income changes over t i me or to extrapolate a t r end of past 
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data into the future. In the former ins t anre it r equires a 
s imple procedure o f addin r, some aver age of prev i ou r. ycar• s 
levels of income to the most r ecent year' s level :1nd thus de-
rive an estimate. 
To extrapola te an income tr6r.d one might use a time 
s eries regression to determine an optimum path through the 
known income values and then s imply extend this path to de-
termine estimates for years in which forecast data i s re -
quired . 
Methods such as these, in their simplest form, cannot 
directly account for or adjust for unexpected or unwanted cy-
cli cal variations around the trend or average . For reason-
ably accurate estimates , adjus tments for s u ch variations may 
be required and without some means to allow for future ci r-
c ums t ances , the adjustments would in f act be arbitrary. 
Sales or use tax receipts as indicators 
For Iowa, with its comprehensive sales t ax s tructur e , 
one method for forecas ting income might be to employ either 
the sales or use tax, or some component of one of them to be 
used as a l eading indicator of how inc ome should behave in 
the future . 
However, when such a model was implemented, for instance , 
us ing a l agged motor use tax variable , the res ults were not 
accurate enough to us e as a means to pro ject levels of income 
for a period of over one year . For ins tance, though the R2 
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coeffi cient accounted for better than 86 percent of the vari-
ation and the coeffi cients to the appropriate equation were 
determined to be s ignificant at the 5 percent level, there 
was in fact a number of years when the estimate was as much 
as 15 percent in error. Also , the model on three separate 
occasions anticipated a significant decline of income when 
in fac t , income roseg On another occasion, it predicted an 
increase of income when there was actuall y a fall of income 
in the state . 
It is not difficult to understand why such a method is 
unsuited for the task of predicting income . Consumption i s 
not dependent a l one on current income, and it i s a lso obvious 
that movement s in income are not strictly determined by 
trends in consumption. Certainly income is far more depen-
dent on the interrel at ions hips of expectation concerning fu-
tur e l evels of e conomic activity and investment levels than 
on current levels of consumption for its projected value f or 
any given year . Certainly consumption habits cannot adequate-
ly anticipate movements in all related variables . 
Even if a method such as this were adequate for a one-
year estimate , it falls far short of the needed three- to 
four- year estimate required for forecasting revenues to be 
received by the state for a period as long as a biennium. 
To digress from the topic of three- to four- year esti-
mates, it might be suggested that a model similar to the one 
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discussed here , using instead quarterly sal es or use tax 
data , migt.t indeed give a quick reliable estimate for the 
level of income to the state for the current yearo That is, 
ar. estimate for income in Iowa during 1971 could be obtained 
as early as December of 1971. If, in fact , the r el ationship 
of current spending to state in come is a relatively constant 
proportion over time, then i ncome shoul d be ab l e to be esti-
mated from tax r eports for the current year . For example, 
on December 31, 1971, sales and use t ax receipts are released 
by the s tate for the thi r d quarter of 1971. If then the 
fourth quarter r eceipts are estimated with the appropri ate 
seasonal adjustments made , and knowing taxable sal es to be 
approximately 70 percent of personal i ncome for the state , 
a reliable i ncome estimate can be deter mined as much as eight 
months prior to most estimates provided by national agencies . 
Personal in0omP. rlPtP. rmined .Qy s ector 
A method that might be used to fore cast income , though 
no empirical work is done, would be to estimate the l evel of 
income or aggr egate output in Iowa by sector . 
This would be formulated into an econometric model or 
system of equations from which total output is determined and 
f rom which state personal income can be derived . The model 
mi ght be designed such that all variables are endogeneous to 
the system. That is, a model where, for instance, present 
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l evel s of investment are dependent on past levels plus levels 
of consumption ; or, farm income is determined by past income 
plus trends in s tate exports of f ~i·m commoditieso From such 
a mode l an aggregate state output or income figure might be 
determined by solving simultaneously the set of equations or 
model . From this estimate a s tate personal income figure may 
be determined without having to assume directl y that some exo-
geneous variabl e i s given or without having to simply extra-
polate past trends in income with no account t~ken of how 
changes in particul ar sectors of the state ' s economic struc-
ture might effect the income variable . 
However , this particul ar procedure is appropria t e more 
for national income es timates where specified vari abl es and 
interrelationshi ps between variabl es can be ~ore easi l y ap-
proximated than coul d be for state est i mates . Though general 
movements i n e conomi c activity over time are similar fo r Iowa 
and the nation , the interrelationships between state economic 
vari ables and the rest of the nation ar e difficult to define . 
For example , it is no simpl e matter to determine how much the 
level of investment in Iowa is determined by past inves t ment 
in I owa itsel f and how much i s determined by present and past 
levels for the nation as a whole . 
Though such a model if it could be designed would be of 
s ignificant value in determining accuratel y fut u r e l evel s of 
income for the state, constructing such a mode l i s a complete 
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study in i t self and is not feasible to design in a study of 
this nature . 
Income Model Ror This Study 
There are on occasion independent detailed econometric 
studies conducted at the state level which attempt to derive 
reliable income fore cas ts . If one obtains such an estimate , 
and i t is empl oyed as the independent variable in each of the 
tax model s , it i s r easonabl e to conclude that these results 
a re the best available at that time . 
However , for Iowa there have been no r ecent forecast 
model s devel oped to determine levels of income in the s tate . 
As a res u.l t, it is necessar y to u se an extr apol ative pr o-
c edur e des cribed in the preceding section f or estimating in-
come . Extrapolating past trends of income into the futu r e 
whil e anticipating changes in the t r end by relying on national 
forecasts of income , it i s poss i ble to determine future esti-
mates of Iowa pers onal i ncome . This implies a model of the 
fo llowing type : 
y = a + tc (5. 1) 
where y = personal income 
t = time 
a = inte r cept coefficient 
c = exponent measuring pe r centage change of income 
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In devel opine; the appropriate equation for the model , 
specific alternative structures were analyzed in an effort to 
account for cyclical variation from trend in the income vari-
able . Trigonometric and cubic functions wer e estimated but 
they did not adequately antic ipate when changes would occur . 
Often times these forms of the equation estimated changes of 
income in the wrong direction to what actually occurred. 
Finall y, a log linear model was estimated in which a 
dummy variable was introduced to all ow for shift s in the 
funct i on caused by changing patterns of cyclical vari a tions 
(see Chart 5. 4 (35)) . The results of this analysis us ing 
Iowa data rendered an R2 term of .9439. Each coeffi cient was 
determined to be s i gnificantly different from zero at the 5 
percent l evel and each dummy variable representing a change 
of dir ection for the trend was also significant at the 5 per-
cent l evel. 
The observations noted concer ning the similarity of 
movements in s t a te and national in come is important to this 
particul ar model. Without it, the results from the model 
would woul d have less s i gnificance for future estimates sinc e 
it is unab l e on it s own to predict directly where turns in 
trends might oc cur . With the observed similarity of movement 
in income for the nation and the state of I owa, then pre-
dtctions of turns i n the economy made for the nation may be 
anticipated in the s tate estimate as well , either as a 
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Chart 5. 4 Es timated personal income for I owa determined from 
l og linear regre ssion a na lys i s with actual income for compari-
s on f or year s 1949 to 1969 (35 ) 
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percenta~e decl ine or incr ease from predicted t r end o 
Based on these considerations the value of the income 
vari abl e u sed throughout this s tudy was determined by the 
following equation : 
* * * * 
y = ~ . 537 + 3. 498Dl + 3. 548D2 + . 0205 (5 . 2) 
( . 0070 ) ( . 0 150) ( . 0151) ( . 0012) 
where y = personal i ncome 
t = time 
Dl = dummy variable estimating average deviation 
from trend for 1955-1964 
D2 = dummy vari abl e esti mating average deviation 
f r om trend for 1965-1969 
and where estimates for future years assumed the coeffi cient 
n2 as the appropriate intercept coefficiento 
The r e i s , of course , no way to be ce r tain of how valid 
thi s equati on will in fact be in the future, but certainly 
knowing more of the expected movements for nat i onal income 
i n general gives an improved basis for accepting the result 
obtained from the model . 
Esti~ates for personal income for years 1970-1973 are 
cons i s tent with past trends of income ( see Tabl e 5 . 2 and 
Chart 5. 5 (35)) . Indications a r e that the g r owth of income 
in Iowa should continue to increase at a r ate much l ess than 
the 8 or 9 percent experienced in 1967-19690 T~ie growth r ate 
of nearly 5 per cent i s more c l osely a l igned with the obser-
vation that government will i mplement and regulated stated 
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Chart 5. 5 Per sonal income for Iowa from 1954 to 1969 with 
estimates given through 1973 (35) 
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Table 5.2 Estimated personal iocoae anl per=ent ~~~nge of 
income assumed by extrapolation of past 1r~wth tren~ s from 
1948 to 196 9. (•illio ns of dollars) 
------~-------------~--------------------------------------
Year 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
Personal 
Income 
9986 
104 so 
10950 
11500 
l Ch~nge 
4.6 
4.7 
4.8 
-----------------------------------~-------------------------
pol icy to achieve this r ate of growth . 
As the dis cussion has indicated , diffi cul ti es in obt ain-
ing re l iable income vari ab l es are indeed extensive. No one 
par ticu l a r method or model can in any compl ete s ense l ook in-
to the future and fo r ecast what income will be . There are 
far too many unc ertain and unaccountabl e factors with which 
to deal . The best that can be done is to l ook a t the avail-
able data and make the bes t judgment possible . 
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CHAPrER VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Final Observations and Implications 
The purpos e of this study has been to examine and ex-
plain the trends in selected sources of revenue received by 
the state and to develop models and procedures for estimating 
future revenues from these sources. It has been the primary 
hypothesis throughout this study that personal inc ome and the 
tax rate are the dominant variables in determining revenue 
from most state tax sources, This hypothesis was examined 
for three types of revenue and except for revenues from the 
taxation of cigarettes, income was found to play a highly 
significant role in the determination of revenue . Thus, if 
personal income is known and the appropriate tax r ates are 
assumed, revenue for futur e years can be anticipated within 
3 percent with up to 95 percent confidence in the estimate. 
With respect to estimating income, however, there exists 
many influences or determinants of its level. It is, there-
fore, unreasonable to formulate single valued expectations. 
As attempted in Chapter v, it is possible to determine "most 
likely" estimates of income, but there i s just no way to be 
certain of what the level of personal inc 0me should be for 
each year an estimate is required. 
If past trends in Iowa continue and if government inter-
vention to stabilize and direct the economy is reasonably 
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s ucces s ful, the most likely rate of growth of Iowa per gonal 
income i:-> 1.1.hout 1) p0r1~cnt. nut ther e i :: no ;~\l :t r :tt11.<~1~ t.l\at 
inc ome will gr ow at exactly this explicit r ate . 1 t i: ; nearly 
as likely that inc ome will grow at 4 or 6 per cent. If , for 
example, the government was unable to contain inflationary 
pressures completely, the l evel of personal inc ome in ab-
solute terms could rise at an average rate of about 5 per-
cent, perhaps 6 percent. If government pric e and c redit 
constraints become too severe, economic ac tivity could slow, 
unemployment rise and the level of growth of income c ould 
actually be less than 5 percent , perhaps 4 percent . Though 
any rate of growth in income is possible, a 5 percent r ate i s 
more likely. Al so, a s the r ange of deviation from the esti-
mate of 5 percent widens, the probability of having r ates of 
about 3 or 7 pe r cent falls. The f ederal gover nment' s policy 
commitment to price stability and full employment should lim-
it the observed r ates to values of nearly 5 per cent which is 
the e s tablished trend. For instance, it i s fairly certain 
that the government would not passively allow a s ituat i on of 
hyper-inflation or deflation to develop in the economy. 
If I owa continues to develop in the future ,i;..s · it has in 
the past, then its rate of gr owth of personal income should 
also move at r ates comparable to those for the nati on as a 
whole. Thus, the comments made above pertaining to the po-
tential growth of personal income are valid for Iowa as well 
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as for the entire nation. 
Because of the uncertainty of the inc ome variable , the 
mode l s deve l oped in this s tudy were u sed to estimat e a l ter-
native revenues to be received by the s tate assuming diffe1·-
ent valu es for the income variabl e for years 1970-1973 
( see Tabl es 6.1. 6. 2 , 6 . ~ . and 6. 4). The fi r st s eries of 
Table 6.1 Estirntei st atP re ven1e for IJlf~ fo[' 1970-1973 
based on estimaterl oPrson~l income assum~j hy extrapol~tion o~ 
past qrowth tren1s from 1C14 8 to 1969. (millions of 1::>llilrs) 
1970 1971 1972 1073 
--------------------------------------------------------------Personal !ncom e 9986 10450 109 50 11c.oo 
Income Tax 109.50 133.13 144.37 155. 0 1 
Sales and Use Tax 226 .c;o 2 39. 9 4 245 . 5:) 256.55 
Liquor Profit ani ~ax 22.64 23.59 24. 79 26.02 
Beer Tax 5.85 n.91 7. 5 7 7.75 
Ciqarette Tax 30.25 36. 19 37.8~ 36. c;9 
Total 39 4.74 415.35 460. 01 4q1. 21 
Table 6.2 Estimat~d state revenue for IOlfi for 1970-1973 
based on estimated p~rso1~1 income assaminq ~ 4 p:r.~?.nt 
qrowth per year after 1969. (million!'; of 1ollar'>) 
-------------------------------------------------------------
Income Tax 
Sales anj Use Tax 
Liquor Prof it ~n~ ~ax 
Beer Tax 
Ciqarett~ Tax 
Total 
1970 
11 5.2) 
229.13 
2 l. 26 
5.85 
30.25 
403.72 
1971 
138.3 2 
239 . 53 
24.18 
7. 10 
3 6 . 1 9 
445.42 
19 7 3 
146.92 156.09 
249.48 259.25 
2S.13 26. 12 
7. 6 3 7. 79 
37.88 36. c;8 
4 6 7. 04 485.83 
-------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 6.1 Estimated stat.P revenue for rov1 for i cno- i973 
based on estimaterl personal inc~m~ assuminq 1 c; p?r~?nt 
qrowth per year "lfter 1q69. (millions of 1ollars) 
~-----------------------------------------------------------
1970 B71 1972 
Income Tax in.21 143. 12 154.56 166.92 
Sales and Use Tax 230.06 242.13 2 54. 11 266. 33 
Liquor Profit an1 Tax 23 .4 8 2'4 .64 25.85 
27. , 2 
Beer Tax 5.85 1. , 2 7.6 8 7. 87 
Ciqarette Tax 30.24 36.19 37.88 36.58 
Total 406.90 453.20 '-4AO. 0'3 50 3. 82 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Table 6.4 Estimated state revenue for Iow~ for 1970-1973 
based on estimated person3l income assumi1~ ~ 6 p~r~~nt 
qrovth per year after 1969. (millions of lollars) 
1970 1971 1972 1973 
Income Tax 1 19. 30 148.00 162.40 17 8 • 20 
Sales and Use Tax 230.90 244.60 2 5~. 80 273 . c,7 
Liquor Profit an1 Tax 23.70 25. , 0 26.59 2~. , 6 
Beer Tax 5.8') 7. 14 7.72 7.95 
Ciqarette 1' ax 30.24 36.09 37. irn 36.C,R 
Total 4 0 q. 99 460.91 491.19 '124.46 
----- --------- --- -- --------------------- ----- ----------------
of estima tes us ed inc ome det e rmined from e quation 5.1 of 
Ch apter V. The r emai ning s eries of estimat e s used values o f 
i ncome assumi n g g r owth r a t es of 4, 5 a nd 6 pe r c e nt a ft e r 1969 . 
As an e x ample of the possibl e d i v erg e nce of estimates when 
t hey are dep endent on a l terna t ive l eve l s of i nc ome , not e that 
for 1970 differ ences in total r evenue f r om all sour c es range 
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between 394. 56 million dolla r s f or t he l owest income figure 
(Tabl e 6. 1) to 409 . 82 million dollar s fo r the hi ghest income 
f i gur e (Tabl e 6. 4) , a differ ence of about 3. 8 percent . 
The pr imary cause of the d i fferences in revenue i s the 
infl u ence the differ ent l eve l s of pe r sona l i nc ome have on 
t h e pe r sonal i n come tax and sal es tax r evenues . Thes e t wo 
sour c e s of r evenue provi de the s t ate gover nment wi th gr eater 
than 70 per cent of its non- pr ope r ty t ax r evenues . In fact , 
of t he 3. 9 pe r centage diffe r ence in r evenues in the exampl e 
above , 3. 6 per c ent we r e dir ectl y a t t ributab l e to the dif-
f e r ences in r evenues r ecei ved fr om sal es and i ncome t axes . 
The r emai ni ng . 3 per cent was attributable to a l coholic bev-
e r age s i nc l uding beer . Of course , none i s dependent on rev-
enues f r om cigar ett es since pe r son al i ncome was not cons i dered 
a domi nant variabl e i n determini nG demand for c i gar ettes . 
Pinally , i t shoul d be r ealized t hat t he i mpor tance of 
the i ncome and sales taxes is not only because of their e-
l as ticit y wi th r es pect to i ncome , which i s c l ose to one , but 
a l so because of t he vol ume of dol l a r s and br eadth of cove r age 
i nvol ved wi th c ol lection of the t ax es . The i ncome and sal es 
taxes arc univer sal t axes , not taxes confined to onl y those 
i ndi vidua l s who choose to consume a s pec ific product . The 
sal es t::uc effec ts over 10 percent of i ncome ear ned in Iowa. 
Fo r the i ncome tax , thi s cover age applies to adj usted gr oss 
inc ome whi ch is over 70 per cent of per sonal i ncome in Iowa. 
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As stated then , perhaps to the point or monotony , it l:; 
not pos s ible to forecast income three or four years into the 
future with certainty . In Chapters II t hroueh IV, es timat es 
of revenues were gi ve n for level s of income determined by 
an extra pola tive procedure . In this concluding section , the 
uncertainty of revenue forecas ting has been more expli citly 
recogni zed and a l ternative :income and revenue estimates have 
been anticipated and presented in Tables 6 . 1 , 6 . 2 , 6 . 3 and 
6. 4. 
The estimates in each case r epresent what might be ex-
pected if income grew at any one of the various rate s . The 
alternatives as presented , therefore , give the policy maker 
r epre sent able f i gures on which to base his decision and , 
further , various alternatives from whi ch contingency pl ans 
may be des i gned . At the moment, thi s i s the best that can 
be done and should be used as a step forward toward becoming 
more completely able to specifically estimate revenues for 
the state government. 
Sources of Revenue Not Gonsidered in Study 
The income tax, sales and use tax, and other selective 
sales taxes and revenue sources discussed in this study con-
tributed over 70 percent of revenue i n the Iowa General Fund. 
Nevertheless , other taxes of significant magnitude were 
omitted and should be noted. They include, for example, the 
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corporation income tax, insurance premium tax , inheritance 
tax , and the motor fuel tax. Revenue f r om these sources, 
exc l uding the motor fuel tax , contributed 11 . 5 percent of 
total revenue c ollected by the state in 1970 . By itself, 
motor fuel taxes amount to about 25 percent of state total 
revenues . 
The majority of these sources have not been discussed 
primarily because they do not fit easily the basic relation-
ship to income that has been hypothesized throughout the 
text of this work. For example , if one were to a ttempt to 
des i gn a r evenue- estimating technique for the corporation 
income t ax , one would discover that an essenti a l requirement 
for doing so would be to develop some method of projecting 
the distri bution of the sales of corporations to be taxed 
be~:een sal es made within the state and those made outside 
its boundaries . Further, it would be necessary to examine 
the structure of the various corporations i n Iowa and their 
r espective growth i n terms of future returns . Neither of 
these two aspects for establishing some means of estimating 
revenue from this sour ce i s of a simpl e nature and to date 
no a pproach has been adequately des i gned to cope with these 
9roblems . 
The other taxes mentioned , though not as diffi cult as 
the corporation tax to deal with, a re not required as further 
evidence of the usefulness of the approach to revenue 
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estimation s et forth here . Omitted , they r estri ct the 
t · l' .. ~, o t ril revenue er. tima t e to th e ::; tat c , study from de ru in1~ ...... t 
d llot- i· ni1ihi t the ::; turiy from it :~ p11 rpo:-..e of but thi ;. oc~; 1 
f th r e sear ch su ch a proC'edurc demons tra ting th at with ur e r 
1 d d e~ti· mates derived for all s ourc es of might be detai e an ~ 
revenue to the s tate . 
Value of the Analysis 
Judgments concerning whether revenues wi ll meet futur e 
expenditure requirements for the state must be made on esti-
mates f r om model s exemplified by thos e lis ted in Tables 6. 1, 
6. 2 , 603 and 6. 4. Re~ause of the uncertai nty of the income 
variable and the limit s to the c onfidenc e bands for the rnoJ.-
e l s thems elves , error s may indeed result . The f act i s thal 
in dealing with ~odels of this type , it h as often been ob-
s e rved that difficulties with actually determining ac curate 
forecasts are suffi c ient to make one wonder that any such 
method is useful at all. Onl y a few econometric model s have 
been used for forecasting purposes over any extended period 
(6 ). Problems in anticipating base changes in the tax str uc-
ture or changes in the s tructure of demand for various goods 
make diffi cu l t the t ask of constructing meaningful economet ric 
model s . Al s o , judgment conc erning the degr ee o f aggregation 
or disaggre~ation regarding any such model i s difficult to 
deter mine . If in deter mining the income variabl e , a model i s 
devel oped using eac h s ec t or of the Iowa economy , one c ould 
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disaggregate thes e sectors down to the manufac turing industry 
level . However, thi s ver y fine disagg r egation poses pr ob-
lems where, for instance , a systematic influence which ef-
fects the behavior of a ll firms may be of considerable im-
portanc e in the aggr egat e , yet the individua l firm may be so 
swamped by other factor s that it cannot be detected. 
I n s pite of these diffi culties , the fact i s that in 
general , s u ch methods are better than s i mple naieve fore-
cas t or departmenta l averagi ng a lone. Nai eve forecasting 
methods are by definition nearly incapable of being im-
proved, whe r eas , econometric model s can and ar e being im-
proved for better and more detailed analysis . It i s , there-
fore , with this fi nal note that it may be sai d that t he es -
timates and techniques presented in this s tudy are of con s i d-
erable value in determining use f u l data on which policy a nd 
budget decisions for the s t ate government may b e based . 
1 . 
2 . 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
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Table 7.2 Taxable sales in Iova and sal~> tax ani U5e tax 
co 11 ec t e d for 1 9 5 2 to 1 9 6 9. a ( 111 i 11 i on s of 1 o l h rs I 
Year 
Taxable 
Sales 
Sale> rax 
Colle~te:i 
Jse Tax 
C:>ll~::ted 
-------------------------------------------------------------1952 2960.23 51 .60 7.61 
1953 3113.54 52.57 9.69 
1954 3236.87 54.45 10.28 
1955 3380.83 64.7& 11.74 
1956 3428. 12 73.62 12.08 
1957 3580.55 68.02 11.61 
1958 3846.07 65.59 11.35 
1959 4112.36 69 .3 5 12.:1J 
1960 4231. 13 69. 3& 15.36 
1961 4095.48 69.94 12.10 
1962 4451. 18 72.42 16.64 
1963 4521.67 74.09 16.34 
1964 4667.45 77.14 16.75 
1965 '1181.11 83.69 19.96 
1966 5603.73 91.93 20 .31 
1967 6040. 34 111.31 25 . 94 
196 8 6768 .47 166.45 36 . 67 
1969 7294.91 181.81 37.09 
1970 7709.23 192.49 38.78 
-------------------------------------------------------------
a 
Source: (1 6), (19) 
Table 7.3 Cigarette consumption and cigicette tax c~venue 
for Iova from 1954 to 1969. a 
~~----~-----------~--------------------------------------
Year 
::igarette 
Sales 
(millions of 
pack s ) 
Per C3. pita 
sale3 
(unit s :>f 
pa::\:s) 
R:!venue 
(thousands of 
::iollars) 
1954--------------246:0--------------92~9----------------7)81 
1955 249.0 91.3 7471 
1956 255.8 94.1 7675 
1957 266.4 97.2 7991 
1958 295.9 108.2 8876 
1959 295 .9 107. 5 11911 
1960 307 .4 111.3 12 296 
1961 314.4 113.3 12594 
1962 319.0 114.~ 12759 
1963 305 .0 109.1 15243 
1964 319.8 116.0 15983 
1965 298.6 108.2 2450:> 
1966 312.3 113.7 2 498) 
1967 300 . 5 109.2 29A32 
1968 299.3 107.3 29923 
1969 301.6 10 8 .5 30156 
1970 297.4 10 5 .3 2975~ 
--·----------------------- ---------------- ------ --------------
a 
Sour~e: (8) 
14 7 
Table 7.4 Liquor sales, n~ t inc ome and t~x re:ei?ts from 
operations of the Iowa liqu or commission fJr fisc1l years 
1955 to 1971.a (million s of dollars) 
---------------------~--------------------------------------
Fiscal 
Year 
Liquor 
Sales 
Net 
Income 
rax 
Re::eipts 
Total 
R~venu e 
1955--------37:453---~----7~975----------------------7~9----
1956 37.452 8 .869 8 . 9 
1957 37.581 8.923 8.9 
1958 38.869 9.236 9.2 
1959 41.193 9.929 9.9 
1960 43.320 10.539 10. 5 
1961 44.357 10.444 10.4 
1962 44.813 11.541 11.5 
1963 44.598 11.269 3.~90 14.4 
1964 49.778 13.369 3.~40 17.3 
1965 52.099 13. 319 U.610 17.9 
1966 54.384 13.643 5.099 18.6 
1967 57 .693 14. 374 3. 370 17. 7 
1968 62.645 16.442 2.490 18.9 
1969 66.149 17.80 2 3.290 20.8 
1970 71.252 20.811 3.270 23.8 
1971 74.546 21.361 3.460 25.4 
--------------~-----~--------------------------------------
a 
Source: ( 1 8) 
148 
Table 7.5 Beer consumption and bear tax r~venu~ for Iov1 
for 1954 to 1969. 8 
-----~------------------------------------------------------
Year 
Beer 
Sales 
(thousands of 
gallons) 
Per Capit1 
Sa l~:; 
(unit :; of 
gall):JS) 
Revenue 
(aillions of 
iolllt'S) 
-------------------------------------------------------------1954 38250 14 .19 3.060 
1955 39200 14.06 3.136 
1956 38600 14. 2 1 3.088 
1957 37690 14.50 3.015 
1958 38390 14. 5 7 3.:>71 
1959 395 8 0 14.64 3.166 
1960 40153 14. 73 3.212 
1961 40189 14.88 3.215 
1962 40278 15.03 3.222 
1963 41960 15.23 3.357 
1964 43066 15.39 3.445 
1965 42512 15.9 2 3.401 
1966 44389 15.92 3.551 
1967 44797 16.3 8 4.181 
1968 45824 16.49 5.49 8 
1969 46683 16.32 5.602 
1970 
-------------------------------------------------------------
a 
Source: ( J 1) 
